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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem. It is the purpose of this study to present 
in a single volume (1) a bibliography of filmstrips which can be used in 
reading-readiness programs at the kindergarten and first grade levels; 
(2) a comprehensive description of each filmstrip; and (3) evaluations of 
the reading-readiness skills which the filmstrips develop and of the needs 
which they satisfy. 
Related Problems. The above three parts constituted the core of the 
problem but the writer hoped that the completion of the study would have 
certain other desirable outgrowths: namely, (1) the development of 
interest among teachers in the use of filmstrips in a reading-readiness 
program, and (2) the development among teachers of a critical approach in 
the selection of filmstrips to be used. 
Sununary. The problem then was to list, describe, and evaluate film-
strips for use in a reading-readiness program; and indirectly to arouse 
the interest of kindergarten and first grade teachers in the use of such 
filmstrips as well as to guide them to a critical selection of the film-
strips to be used. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
1/ 
Definition of Filmstrips. Kinder- clarifies the meaning of the film-
strip in this statement. 11 The filmstrip is referred to in the literature 
under a variety of names such as filmslide, stripfilm, or slidefilm. All 
1/ Kinder, James s., Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques (New 
York:-American Book Company, 1950), p. 1/4. 
of these refer to a series of pictures printed on positive 35-mm. motion-
picture film. A filmstrip is arranged in frames and each frame is a 
separate picture which measures 3/411 x 1". Filmstrips vary in length but 
they are so compact that a strip containing 50 or 75 pictures occupies 
only a half dozen feet of film and is about the size of a spool of sewing 
thread. 11 
A f i lmstrip may be single-framed or double-framed. The single-
framed is more widely used and all the films trips listed in this stuqy are 
of that type. It gives the 3/411 x 111 picture mentioned above. The 
photograph is taken with the Yddth of the picture across the film and is 
then run through the projector vertically. 
The descr-iptions of Chapter V show pertinent information concerning 
each filmstrip: whether it is colored or black and white, the number of 
frames, the cost, whether guide material accompanies it, the producer 
and the production date. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
Lack of Such~ Previous Study. The writer found no single source 
which provides a complete listing of filmstrips suitable for a reading-
readiness program together with their evaluations and descriptions. Pro-
ducers list filmstrips which have possible value in this area under such 
headings as Language Arts, Social Studies, Science, etc. Often they use 
even less specific headings such as Primary Grade Filmstrips. Literature 
provided by the producers gives descriptions of their filmstrips and some-
times evaluations but these are naturally subject to bias and cannot be 
considered wholly reliable. 
.. -
2/ 
Wilson's Filmstrip Guide- lists certain filmstrips which have value 
for a reading-readiness program under the general heading of reading. The 
majority are those produced in cooperation with publishers of basic reading 
materials and represent only a fraction of the available filmstrips which 
can help develop reading-readiness skills and satisfy reading-readiness 
needs. 
It is not reasonable to expect that teachers will become enthusiastic 
about such visual aids as filmstrips unless a source is provided which 
helps them locate a specific aid for a particular job with a minimum of 
time expenditure. 
SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM 
Good teachers of all times have utilized a variety of visual aids in 
preparing children for beginning reading. Pictures have probably found 
the widest use in this area. Yfuile picture collections have had and will 
continue to have much value, they have certain drawbacks including: 
acquisition, mounting, filing, and storage. There is also a problem in 
viewing them since they cannot be seen b,y large groups at the same time. 
A filmstrip, consisting of equally good pictures, has the same 
values yet eliminates the aforementioned disadvantages. It is acquired at 1 
low cost and can be filed with ease in a minimum of space. 
3/ 
The filmstrip, which was first introduced in 1920,- has continued to 
be produced in more and more quantities. This writer, convinced of its 
value as an educational aid, determined to seek out the. answers to the 
questions of what filmstrip offerings are applicable in the area of 
2/ Wilson, H. w., Filmstri2 Guide (New York: H. W. Wilson Company, 
1950)~ pp. 150-151. . -----
~~ Kinder, ££· cit., p. 173. 
reading-readiness and what are their values. 
~ Clark, Gardner, and Allen prepared a descriptive and evaluative 
bibliography of mathematics filmstrips. This writer adapted the outline 
used in the descriptions of their filmstrips for this study. 
4/ Clark, Alton Willis, et al., "A Descriptive and Evaluative 
Bibliography of Mathematics Filmstrips," (un~ublished Master's thesis, 
Boston Univers ity, School of Education, 1951), 504 pp. 
-- rr 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The purpose of this study was to determine what filmstrips, among 
those currently available, have potential value for promoting reading-
readiness. First, two questions had to be answered. What is implied by 
the broad term reading-readiness and what can the filmstrip contribute to 
a reading-readiness program? The writer turned to past research to find 
this information. 
READING-READINESS DEFINED 
The term reading-readiness has become generally accepted and widely 
r 
II 
II 
used since it first made its appearance in educational writings about 1920. II 
The number of studies that have been made in an attempt to define the term 
by breaking it down into its component factors, underlines the fact that 
there has been some doubt in the minds of reading specialists as to what 
requirements must be met before children are ready to read and the relative \1 
importance of these requirements. 
1/ 
William H. Johnson,- reporting on a study made by a Pre-Reading 
Committee in the public schools of the city of Chicago, states that this 
committee listed the factors which influenced reading-readiness under five 
I 
headings: p~~ical, psychological, emotional, social, and language. \I 
Gates,- in the same year (1939), writing on reading-readiness defined 'I 
1/ Johnson, W. H., "Pre-reading Program of the Chicago Public 
Schoots, 11 Elementary School Journal, 40:38. September, 1939. 
2/ Gates, A. I., 11 Basic Principles in Reading-Readiness Testing," 
Teachers College Record, 40:495. March, 1939. 
I: 
I! 
·I 
II 
li 
I 
ij 
!I 
I 
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it this way: 
To some persons readiness is chieflY an expression of 
interest or purpose. To others, it is mainly a step in 
organic maturation. In the second group are those, who, 
convinced that the growth of intelligence is of primary 
importance, recommend a particular mental age, such as six 
or six and a half years for beginning reading. Others 
emphasize the importance of general maturation, such as 
physical, physiological, emotional, and social, as well as 
maturation in specific functions such as visual, auditory, 
and motor. Some consider that reading-readiness depends 
to a large extent upon the information, purposes, attitudes 
and abilities attained through educational and other ex-
periences. At the present time, probably the largest 
number believe that reading-readiness depends in various 
degrees upon all these sources. 
3/ 
Sullivan and McCarthy- summarized the factors measured by five 
frequently used reading-readiness tests in an attempt to discover those 
skills tested most often. The tests studied were: 1) Lee-Clark, 2) Metro-
politan, 3) Monroe, 4) VanWagenen, and 5) Gates. They concluded that, 
"The tendency appears to be to test visual discrimination quite unanimous-
ly, but the other factors listed have also been utilized in the con-
struction of the tests." These other factors shown in the summarization 
table include: visual memory, auditory discrimination, auditory memory, 
motor coordination, language and comprehension, and correct reaction to 
material presented. 
Welshinger,~summarizing the studies on reading-readiness prior to 
1948, cites the work of Evans who was writing on kindergarten activities 
that lend themselves to readiness for reading. Evans concluded that, 
"Before a child is ready to read, he must be able to see well, hear 
correctly, and speak distinctly. He must have attained a certain ease 
2J Sullivan, Helen Blair and Josephine McCarthy, "An Evaluation of 
Reading Readiness Materials, 11 Education, 62:40. September, 1941. 
4/ Welshinger, D. M., 11 Summary of Reading-Readiness Research, 11 
Educational Administration and Supervision, 34:373, citing Elementary 
English Review, March, 1945. pp. 143-146. 
with language and certain specific habits and abilities needed in reading 
such as concentration, discrimination between likenesses and differences 
and the habit of following directions. 11 
21 In the same summary, Welshinger reports a study of Factor who was 
trying to find methods by which reading failures in first grade could be 
avoided. As a result of her work, she determined that, 11 In order to read a 
child must have rich and varied experiences, a workable vocabulary, proper 
I muscular coordination, a desire to explore, and skills directly related to 
I reading. " 61 
j Hutchings,- in a more recent stuqy relating to research in reading-
! readiness, concludes, "All the reading authorities agree there is value to 
I a program of Reading-Readiness. All admit the importance of the physical 
factors of sight, hearing, speech and health as well as intelligence, 
visual discrimination, and language factors. Some educators include in 
the program emotional factors, experience factors, instilling a desire to 
read, motor skill, and some other factors. It is evident that a definite 
program for the before reading period does exist and that program is broad 
in its scope. 11 
1/ The same author, earlier in her work, named the kinesthetic 
approach, home background, the part of the parents, and memory span of 
ideas as other factors contributing to reading-readiness. 
Gates~makes clear the implication for curriculum builders and 
2/ Ibid., citing Elementary English Review, April, 1940. pp. 144-149. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
§/ Hutchings, Evelyn Phoebe, "A Study Relating to Research in Reading-
Readiness,11 (un~ublished Master's thesis, Boston University, School of I 
Education, 1951). P• 122. lj 
l/ Ibid., PP• 118-122. I 
~/ Gates, ~· cit., pp. 499-500. l 
teachers in this matter of reading-readiness. He says, "Reading-
readiness, therefore, is not a series of attributes for the development of 
which a teacher can do nothing but wait upon the process of general 
maturation or inner development, but a series of educational attainments 
which can be taught and learned as definitely as anything in the school 
curriculum." 
9/ 
In another study this author, in collaboration With Bond,- points up 
the same thought in the following statement. 11 It appears that readiness 
for reading is something to develop rather than something merely to wait 
for. 11 
DEVELOPMENT OF READING-READINESS SKILLS 
In an effort to determine what reading-readiness skills can be 
developed through the use of filmstrips, this writer reviewed past 
II writings on the improvement of specific reading-readiness abili ties 
II through a variety of methods. 
10/ 
Betts,-- writing on factors that influence readiness for reading, 
states, 11 The ability to hear likenesses among the sounds of words appears 
to be a factor in readiness for reading.... Auditory discrimination is an 
ability to be developed during the pre-reading period as well as during 
reading instruction. 11 
11/ 
The same author-- emphasizes the importance visual discrimination 
9/ Gates, Arthur I. and Guy L. Bond, 11 Reading Readiness,n Teachers 
College Record, 37:684. May, 1936. 
10/ Betts, Ermnett A., "Factors in Readiness for Reading," Educational 
AdmiriiStration and Supervision, 29:218. April, 1943. 
11/ Ibid., p. 220. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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/I 
plays in beginning reading in this statement. 11 The ability to be a good 
observer of the likenesses and differences among word forms appears to be 
an important factor in reading and spelling situations. The ability to 
make visual discriminations among word forms generally is conceded to be 
basic to readiness for visual instruction in reading.n 
One of the earliest studies, which attempted to measure the effect of 
II planned exercises for developing auditory and visual discrimination on 
I 12/ 
I beginning reading, was that of Murphy,-- who administered the exercises 
I 
which she had designed to a normal first grade population at the beginning 
I of a school year. She then tested these children to determine: 1) learning 
I 
I 
rate, 2) the reading score, 3) the change in the child1 s visual perception 
of words, and 4) the change in the child1 s auditory discrimination between 
13/ 
likenesses and differences in words. From her study Murphy-- drew these 
conclusions: 111) All experimental groups were superior to the control 
group in Reading Achievement in November, February, and June. 2) All 
experimental groups showed significant increases, as compared to the 
control group, in rate-of-learning test scores. 3) It appears that sex 
differences in reading achievement disappear when specific training in 
auditory and visual discrimination is given in beginning reading." . 
14/ 
In 1947, McFarland-- compared certain reading-readiness factors with 
reading achievement. She concluded that 11 There is a positive relationship 
between visual discrimination and reading achievement .n 
12/ Murphy, Helen Agnes, "Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Train-
ing i!lAudi tory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning Reading, 11 ( un-
published Doctor's thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1943), 
p. 10. 
13/ Ibid., pp. 74-76. 
14/ McFarland, Mar.r, 11 Relationship of Readiness Factors to Success 
Beginillng Reading, 11 (unpublished Master 1s thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, 1947). p. 25. 
in 
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15/ 
A later stuqy b.1 Crossley-- used lantern slides to teach sounds and 
I develop language. She tried to find the effect of this method on: learn-
., ing rate, auditory discrimination and visual discrimination. As a result 
of her work, Crossley concluded: 111) The experimental group was superior 
to the control group in all analyses of auditory discrimination. 2) There 
was no statistically significant difference in visual discrimination. 
3) There were significant differences in learning rate. 4) It is possible 
to teach letters as beginnings and endings at the same time. 5) There are 
no statistically important differences in sex. 11 
16/ 
Bresnahan,-- in her experimental study, used recordings as a means of 
' teaching auditory discrimination of word elements for beginning reading. 
It appears that this medium is a valuable teaching device for this purpose 
because the results of the study showed: 11 1) The recordings are as 
effective in lO .minutes a day as are current approved teaching techniques 
in 20 minutes a day. 2) The records were more effective with children, 
who had initially zero auditory scores, than current, approved teaching 
techniques. 3) The records are as effective, for children with high 
ability in auditory discrimination, as current approved teaching 
techniques. 4) The recordings were as effective in teaching auditory 
discrimination as were current approved teaching techniques on both upper 
and lower levels of mental ability." 
W Crossley, Beatrice Alice, 11 An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements, 11 
(unpublished Doctor's thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 
1948). 
II !!;/ Bresnahan, M. Marie, "An Evaluation of Recordings for Teaching 
1 Auditory Discrimination of Word Elements for Beginning Reading, 11 ( un-
published Doctor's thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1952). 
PP• 101-103. 
MEETING OTHER READING-READINESS NEEDS 
Before investigators began delving into specific skills that could be 
11 taught to children in order to better prepare them for beginning reading, 
I there had appeared many educational writings about satisfYing other 
I 
'I reading-readiness needs. Much attention has been given to the importance 
jl of widening the child's horizons through new and varied experiences. 
17/ 
/i Cowin,- writing on the part kindergarten plays in developing 
· reading-readiness, cites a study conducted by Edward Goetch as early as 
1926. Goetch found that the reading scores and reading ages of children 
'! who had attended kindergarten were higher than those of children who had 
1 not attended kindergarten. 
18/ 
In 1937, Hillard and Troxell,- studying the effect of previous ex-
j periences on beginning reading concluded that, "Children with rich back-
.1 ground are more strongly equipped to attack the printed word because of 
I 
enriched meanings and thought which such experiences bring to the task." 
A report of a study made by a Pre-Reading Committee in the public 
I 
schools of the city of Chi~~'o, gives further emphasis to the need for 
broad experience. Johnson- writes, 11A wide background of rich and varied 
I experiences is part of the mental equipment of every child who is to be 
I taught to read. The words in the average speaking and reading vocabular<J 
i! of primary children must hold real meanings for each child. The lack of 
'I 11 --...,1'""7,../~-C-o-~...,.·-n, Shirley H., "Reading Readiness through Kindergarten Ex-perience," Elementary School Journal, .52:96. October, 1951. 
18/ Hillard, G. H. and E. Troxell, "Informational Background as a 
Factorin Reading-Readiness and Reading Progress, 11 Elementary School 
Journal, 38:263. December, 1937. 
19/ Johnson, ~· cit., p. 39· 
I adequate word concepts leads to confusion in learning the printed symbols." 
I 20/ 
McCracken-- tells of using daily textfilm strips to accompany the 
basic reader in Grade r. He speaks of the need of slow learners for more 
I vivid explanations, more sensory experiences, and more concrete illustra-
tions. He says, "The textfilm provides just such lesson approaches. We 
I are inclined to assume that this new addition to our reading program is in 
1 a great measure responsible for the fact that very few of our children 
seem to be below normal in reading growth. 11 
21/ I Writing on the development of reading-readiness, Tuttle-- states, 
!1 "Meaningful concepts aid not only in interpretation of symbols but also in 
fixing the memory of printed symbols so that recognition is aided whenever 
I I the word is seen again. For this reason, the teacher of the young child 
must give an abundance of concepts that seem t o be important and try to 
11 make them both r eal and var ied." Tuttle continues by saying t hat one of 
the ways by which meaningful concepts can be developed is through the use 
I 
22/ 
Il
l of pictures. 
Davis and others-- conducted an experiment to determine the effect on 
!I reading-readiness of pictures presented on slides. They used 28 kinder-
I garten children and followed their progress through several semesters. As 
a result of their study, they decided that among other results the per-
ceptual training given had facilitated progress in learning to read. 
20/ McCracken, Glenn, 11 Better Reading Through Filmstrips," See and 
I Hear, vol. 6, November, 19$0. The National Audio-Visual Journal, <micago, ITiinois. pp. 16-17. 
1 
21/ Tuttle, F. P., 11What is Reading Readiness? 11 , Grade Teacher, 
64:96:- September, 1946. 
22/ Davis, Louise F., Vivienne Ilg, K. Springer, and Doreen A. Hanck, 
1 
nperceptual Training in Young Children, 11 Monograph on language arts, 
1 published under the direction of the Research Department of Row, Peterson 
and Company, Number 56, 1949. 6 PP• 
I' ~= 
23/ 
I Norberg,-- writing on the use of films in the reading program, 
stresses the fact that the use of audio-visual aids of various types has 
long been established as a standard method of mediating between the pupil 
and the world outside the classroom. 11 In one sense,n Norberg says, 
"audio-visual materials serve as a partial substitute for inunediate ex-
II periences. 11 
II The use of pictures, filmstrips and films of familiar situations and 
activities is advocated by Witty and others for enriching the background 
'I 24/ i of beginning pupils. Witty-- states, 11 The value of such materials in 
'I developing vocabulary was first demonstrated during World War II when 
illiterate men were helped to acquire meaningful vocabularies by the use 
j' of enriched background material. For example, 46 nouns of high frequency 
:1 in the general list of words needed by men in the service were presented 
in a filmstrip 'The Story of Private Pete. 1n 
25/ 
Hubert Davis-- is another believer in the audio-visual way of teaching 
i 
'I reading. He says, 11Projected materials, such as motion pictures, film-
ll strips, slides and opaque materials, may be used effectively to bridge 
gaps in pupils' experience and language comprehension. All pupils come to 
a reading activity with a vocabulary and an abundance of experiences. How-
ever, so l i ttle of this is common to the whole group that projected 
materials are needed to provide a common denominator. When projected 
1 materials are used, each child may participate in a common experience and 
I I each respond to the same stimuli." 
I 
11 23/ Norberg, K. D., 11Films in the Reading Program," Educational 
ScreeD; 25:440. October, 1946. 
I 
I 
24/ Witty, p. A. and C. W. Osgood, "Place of the Film Reader in the 
Classroom, 11 Instructor, 61:38. September, 1951. 
25/ Davis, Hubert J., "Teaching Reading the Audio-Visual Way,n I Educational Screen, December, 1952. p. 418. 
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I. 
CONCLUSIONS IMPORTANT TO THIS STUDY 
The reading-readiness period is completed only when certain skills are 1 
developed and specific needs are met. These skills can be developed and 
these needs met through a well planned teaching program. 
The power of visual discrimination, including ability to note like-
! nesses and differences in objects, geometric forms, word forms, and like-
~~ nesses and differences in color is one of these skills. Another is the 
ability to hear likenesses and differences in the beginning and ending 
II sounds of words as well as likenesses and differences in rhyming words. 
Language power is still another skill to be developed. This includes: 
vocabulary growth, ability to use complete sentences and ability to build 
a story sequence. Other contributing factors include the kinesthetic 
I approach and ability to follow directions. A specific need of the 
1
1 reading-readiness stage is the enrichment of background in order to 
I develop new concepts and to clarify existing meanings. 
i 
It has been shm1n that certain audio-visual materials and techniques 
are effective in promoting these reading-readiness skills and satisfying 
'I this particular reading-readiness need. 
I 
=-4-
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CHAPTER III 
THE EVALUATION INSTRUMENT 
The purpose of this chapter is to show justification for the items 
used in the evaluation instrument. These items were included after careful 
analysis of: 1) what specialists in the field of reading mean by reading-
readiness, 2) the reading-readiness skills -which studies have shown can be 
developed through use of visual aids, and 3) other reading-readiness needs 
which studies have shown can be satisfied through use of visual materials. 
These studies have been reviewed in the chapter on past research. It was 
also found necessary to include items which would check the vocabulary con-
tent as well as those which would test the more general aspects of any 
filmstrip. 
Use of filmstrips in actual classroom situations would be the most 
accurate measure of their effectiveness as reading-readiness tools. Such a 
procedure would require a great amount of time and the cooperation of a 
large group of teachers at the pre-reading level. While the evaluation of 
one person cannot have the validity of that done by a group, the writer 
believes that it can make a contribution in the selection of filmstrips 
for use in a reading-readiness program. 
It is hoped, therefore, that this stuqy will provide the teachers of 
kindergarten and first grade with both a comprehensive review of filmstrip 
materials which can be utilized in a reading-readiness program and a useful 
instrument which can be used to determine the reading-readiness value of 
new filmstrip materials as they are produced. 
~---~~--= 
1/ 
Waples and Tyler,- writing on research techniques, state that there 
are five important criteria to satisfy in the construction of a check list, 
namely: 1) completeness, 2) specificity, 3) clear definition of items, 4) 
explicitness and 5) simplicity. They then define these terms. 
Compl eteness means that every significant detail is included. Each 
item must be specific in order for significant differences to be indicated. 
Items must be clearly defined so that there will be no confusion on the 
part of others using the check list. Directions for use of the instrument 
should be explicit in order that it may be used with ease. Finally the 
list should be so built that the evaluator may find the checking simple. 
The criteria described above were used as guides in the development of 
the instrument for this study. 
The items which are listed here for justification are in the same form 
and sequence as they appear in the Evaluation Sheet For Reading-Readiness 
Filmstrips which appears in the Appendix. 
The check list items are grouped in three sections. Numbers 1 - 6 
check the value of the filmstrip for the development of specific skills 
and the satisfaction of definite needs, the same skills and needs which 
have been summarized as essential to the completion of reading-readiness in 
Chapter II. The writer rated these six items according to the following 
numerical scale. 
2 Provision is made extensively 
1 Provision is made to some extent 
0 Provision is missing entirely 
The first item on the check list is: 
1. What is the value of the filmstrip for: 
1/ Waples, Douglas and Ralph w. Tyler, Research Methods and Teachers• 
Problems (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1930), pp. 54&:547 .-
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TEACHING VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
( ) a. of objects ( ) c. of colors 
( ) b. of geometric forms ( ) d. of word forms 
This item with its subheadings is included to determine whether the 
filmstrip includes provision for practice in observing likenesses and 
differences in: 1) familiar objects, forms and colors, and 2) abstract 
word forms. 
2/ 
1. (a) Visual Discrimination -- Familiar Objects-
1. (b) Visual Discrimination - - Geometric Forms 
-apple I tree 1· apple 
1. (d) Visual Discrimination -- Abstract Word Forms 
'ba II 
2/ All illustrations by Charlotte Ware, Games to Play (Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1948). 
~~-=-- ~-~----~-
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2. What is the value of the filmstrip for: 
TEACHING AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION 
( ) a. of beginning sounds ( ) c. of rhyming words 
( ) b. of ending sounds 
This item with its subtopics is used to determine what provision is 
made to give practice in detecting like sounds and rhymes. Such provision 
necessitates the inclusion of pictures of familiar objects: 1) beginning 
with the same sound, e.g., ball -- bat, 2) ending with the same sound, 
e.g., doll -- ball, and 3) having the same rhyming element, e.g., red --
bed. The teacher pronounces the words as the pictures are shown. Correct 
discrimination is checked by including illustrated words which do not belong 
in the category under consideration. 
2. (a) Audii;.ory Discrimination - Beginning Sounds 
2. (b) Auditory Discrimination -- Ending Sounds 
- ~- -=------- ~---====..:=::= 
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2. (c) Auditory Discrimination -- Rhyming Words 
3. What is the value of the filmstrip for: 
TEACHING LANGUAGE SKILLS 
( ) a. vocabulary growth 
( ) b. ability to use 
sentences 
( ) c. ability to develop 
a story sequence 
This item with its subtopics is included to ascertain what opportuni-
ties the material provides for growth in language power. To satisfy this 
need, the pictures must present a simple idea in an uncluttered setting in 
order to encourage the child to build a story from it. Some frames should 
be divided into several parts each picturing a progressive episode in a 
19 
. 9Q 
). Language Skills 
Vocabular.y growth 
Ability to use sentences 
Ability to develop a story sequence 
4. ~~t is the value of the filmstrip for: 
ENRICHING BACKGROUND 
( ) a. association of words and objects 
( ) b. clarification of concepts common to the pre-
school child 
( ) c. development of new concepts 
This item and its subtopics is included to determine what opportuni-
ties are given for practice in making proper associations and in classify-
ing things according to kind. For example, an opportunity is given to 
name the objects in a series of pictures and to choose those which are 
toys. New concepts are developed by introducing less familiar things for 
naming and classification: e.g., kinds of vegetables. Another visual 
means of enriching the background is through interpretation of a series of 
=~---~ --==-- -
pictures on a specific theme such as the farm, the zoo, etc. 
4. Enriching Background 
(a) Association of words and objects 
(b) Clarification of concepts common to the pre-
school child 
(c) Development of new concepts 
5. What is the value of the filmstrip for: 
KINESTHETIC TRAINING 
The purpose of this item is to determine to what extent provision is 
made to promote visual memory through eye hand exercises and to establish 
. 
the habit of left to right eye movement. Practice in following the course 
of a ball as it rolls or of a child as he runs as well as tracing the out-
line of an object, letter or word form, are examples of kinesthetic 
2.1 
training. 
5. Kinesthetic Training 
6. What is the value of the filmstrip for: 
GIVING TRAINTI~G IN FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS 
This item is used to check whether material is provided which the 
teacher can utilize to help children grow in ability to listen and to 
follow oral directions for one and two step commissions. 
7. IS THE VOCABULARY SUITED TO A PRE-READING GROUP? 
This factor applies only to those filmstrips which present printed as 
well as illustrative materials. Since it is fundamental that, "Before the 
child can read, he must be able to express his ideas in speech and to 
22 
3/ 
understand the speech he hears,"- the writer turned to word studies to 
find a valid check of the vocabulary content of the filmstrips under con-
sideration. The word list used as a criterion for this item and found in 
the Appendix of this work is taken from the Combined Word List compiled by 
~ Buckingham and Dolch. It is made up of words derived from the following 
studies used as source material in the above mentioned compilation. 
a. 11 The Commonest Words in the Spoken Vocabulary of Children up to 
and including Six Years of Age, 11 by Ernest Horn (the Twenty-
Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Part I, Chapter VII, 1925). 
This list includes words gathered from children's speech. 
b. "A Study of the Vocabulary of Children before Entering the First 
Grade by the Child Study Committee of the International Kinder-
garten Union (The International Kindergarten Union, Washington, 
D. C., 1928). 
This list gives the words of greatest frequency appearing in a 
combination of numerous studies of vocabulary of pre-school 
children. 
Buckingham and Dolch reduced the original studies (Horn and Kindergarten 
Union) to a dictionary basis by omitting contractions, proper names, 
plurals and additional forms of regular verbs. 
The vocabulary check used here lists 866 words from the Horn Study. 
These are marked with H. It lists 1790 words taken from the Y~ndergarten 
Union Study. These are marked with KU. Of this combined nwnber, 930 
words are common to both studies. In the total list used, there are 1726 
different words. 
The writer noted the total number of different words included in the 
filmstrip, checked these against the vocabulary list in the Appendix and 
3/ "Are Your Children Ready to Read, 11 Monograph prepared by the 
Reading Workshop of the American Book Compa~ as An Educational Research 
Service for Teachers (Boston: The American Book Company, 1948), p. 7. 
~ Buckingham, B. R. and E. w. Dolch, A Combined Word List (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936), 185 pp. -- --
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listed those words which failed to satisfy this standard. 
8. WHAT CONCEPTS ARE CLARIFIED OR DEVELOPED'? 
This item is included in an attempt to determine what meanings are 
emphasized so that the teacher may know the areas of use for the filmstrip. 
The check list was not predetermined but was made up as a result of the 
emphases found in the filmstrips viewed. 
Items 9 - 14 check general characteristics applicable, not only to 
filmstrips valuable in a reading-readiness program, but to all filmstrips. 
9. HOW ACCURATE ARE THE CONCEPTS PRESENTED? 
Few Inaccuracies Some Inaccuracies Many Inaccuracies 
5/ 
In a rating scale planned for evaluating slides, Kinder- asks, "Are 
the facts in connection with the slide content authentic to the best of 
your knowledge?" This criterion seems equally applicable to any visual 
material used by the teacher. The three point scale used here allowed 
ease in checking. 
10. HOW ACCEPTABLE AI-I.E THE TEACHING METHODS OF THE FILMSTRIP? 
a. ( ) Follow current trends in pre-reading programs 
b. ( ) Use outmoded methods 
This item is included in an effort to screen out filmstrips which may· 
emphasize drill without meaning. The need for a more sound approach is 
6/ 
shown in the monograph 11 Are Your Children Ready to Read."- "Without a 
rich background of experience, the child can only parrot words. He cannot 
really read. Reading is a reconstruction of the facts, experiences, and 
5/ Kinder, James, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques (New York: 
American Book Company, 19.?0), p. 1'(2. -
§/ 11 Are Your Children Ready to Read," .££· cit., pp. 14-15. 
2 
ideas behind words. If a child has not had many experiences or met and 
understood many facts or ideas, the words he pronounces as he supposedly 
reads, have no meaning for him. 11 
11. !!!!.'£ IS ~ QUALITY OF ~ PHOTOGRAPHY? 
Good Fair Poor 
Composition 
Definition 
Visual Appeal 
It seems s elf-evident that a poorly photographed series of pictures 
can be worse than none at all. The question to be answered, however, is 
7/ 
what makes a good picture. Dale,- writing on this point, says that 
important standards to consider are fidelity and richness of detail as 
well as pleasing composition and lighting. With these standards in mind, 
the writer checked the qualities of composition, definition and visual 
appeal on the three point scale of good, fair, and poor. Composition is 
interpreted to mean arranged in such a way that the idea to be conveyed is 
clear. Definition means that the images are clear cut. Visual appeal 
means that the material is pleasing to the eye. 
12 • WERE TOO MANY IDEAS PRESENTED PER FRAME? 
--- --- -- ---
8/ 
Kinder- writes on the subject of picture selection. 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
nThere should be 
a general avoidance of complex, confusing pictures. Simplicity, as a re-
sult of few details being involved in a central idea, makes a good teaching 
print." This interpretation was used as a frame of reference in checking 
this item. 
7/ Dale, Edgar, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (New York: The 
Dryden Press, 1946), p. 229. 
W Kinder, op. cit., p. 104. 
13. WILL THE FILMSTRIP HOLD THE INTEREST OF A PRE-READING GROUP? 
---- ---- --------
One of the basic principles of educational psychology is that 
9/ 
interest provides a great motivating force to all learning. Kinder-
considers this factor in the evaluation form which he has devised for 
10/ 
films. Dale-- likewise is mindful of the importance of high interest. 
Writing on the subject of evaluating audio-visual materials, he concludes 
that a teaching aid must be appropriate for the age, intelligence and ex-
perience of the learners. 
14. DOES !!!.§ FILMSTRIP ATTEMPT TO SUPPLEMENT RATHER THAN REPLACE THE 
TEACHER? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
Writers on the utilization of visual materials emphasize the fact that 
they should be used as an aid to the subject matter being studied. This 
presupposes preparation, guidance during use, and follow-up work by the 
11/ 
teacher. Kinder-- rates a film according to how well it correlates with 
school teaching units. All this underlines the fact that good filmstrips 
and good teaching go hand in hand. The filmstrip is not an aid without 
the teacher. 
2} Kinder, op. cit., p • .584. 
10/ Dale, op. cit., p • .503. 
11/ Kinder, ~· ~., P• .584. 
CHAPTER IV 
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
Specific Scope. The original plan was for the writer to view for 
study all filmstrips whose titles and producer's literature indicated 
them as having potential value in a reading-readiness program. A be-
ginning on the study showed that the number of filmstrips involved by 
this method of selection was so great as to necessitate further limita-
tion. The writer then decided to include only those filmstrips found in 
the following two categories. 
1. Filmstrips produced primarily for use in reading-readiness pro-
grams. These are chiefly those mentioned in Chapter I as film-
strips produced in cooperation with publishers of basic reading 
materials and make up Numbers 1 -- 19 of the filmstrips evalu-
ated. 
1/ 
2. Filmstrips included in the Teaching Aids Catalogue- of the Fall 
River, Massachusetts, Public Schools under the heading of 
Reading and recommended for use in the Pre-Primar,y Grade. 
Recommendations made in this listing were arrived at after the 
filmstrips were viewed, evaluated, and favored for purchase by 
committees of teachers which included representatives of the 
Pre-Primar,y, or readiness grade.2/ Filmstrips which make up 
this group are Numbers 20 -- 1247 
Filmstrips for the Study. Most of the filmstrips used in the study 
were made available to the w-~iter from the Filmstrip Library of the Fall 
River Public Schools through the cooperation of the Director and 
Assistant Director of Curriculum and Teaching Aids. A few of the film-
strips were supplied by the producer with preview privileges at the re-
quest of the above-mentioned director. 
1/ Catalogue of Teaching Aids, (Fall River: School Department 
Publication, 1954), PP • 16 -- 18. 
~ See Appendix for evaluative check list used by committees. 
Correspondence. A letter was sent to each producer or his agent 
whose mater ials had no teacher's manual or other guide material on file 
in the Fall River Teaching Aids Center. Through their cooperation, the 
writer had these materials on hand when the filmstrips were studied. 
Letters were sent to the following: 
Curriculum Films, Inc. 
Loring Braley -- Distributor 
318 Harvard Street, Brookline 46, Massachusetts 
Eye Gate House, Inc. 
2716 Forty-First Avenue, Long Island City 1, New York 
Jam Handy Organization 
2821 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Michigan 
Society for Visual Education, Inc. 
Mr. Donald Sexton -- Distributor 
United Camera Company, 6o7 Westminster Street, Providence, Rhode 
, Island 
Young America Films, Inc. 
Stanley-Winthrop's, Inc. -- Distributor 
90 Washington Street, Quincy 69, Massachusetts 
study of Filmstrips. Filmstrips were viewed at the convenience of 
the writer over a two month period -- January and February, 1954. The 
projector used was a Viewlex, Model V-22C, loaned the writer through the 
courtesy of the Director of Curriculum and Teaching Aids in Fall River. 
Care was taken to keep the conditions under which the filmstrips were 
viewed as nearly alike as possible: lighting, distance, etc. 
Procedure of Filmstrip Showings. As each filmstrip was shown, the 
writer listed the different words used in the captions. She also took 
notes on the content in preparation for writing the descriptions. When 
necessary, the filmstrip was shown a second time in order to complete the 
evaluation sheet (See Appendix) which had been compiled. The items on 
the evaluation sheet were explained in Chapter III. 
After viewing a few of the .filmstrips considered under the second 
category of selection, it was decided to omit them from the study. The 
two series, Stories to Read (Elementary Library No. 7), and Aesop's 
Fables (Elementary Library No. 4), both produced by Curriculum Films, 
Inc., were deleted because of the liberal and light story treatment and 
the evidence of heavy cartoon style. The series, Janet Visits Europe, 
also produced by Curriculum Films, Inc., was omitted because the concepts 
are more suitable to grade levels above those considered here. Fairy 
Story Series, produced by Society for Visual Education, Inc., was 
omitted because its vocabulary load is much heavier than in stories of 
the same title included in the study under other series . 
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CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF 124 FILMSTRIPS 
FOR USE IN AN INITIAL READING-READINESS PROGRAM 
INTRODUCTION 
DESCRIPTIONS 
Series. Most filmstrips considered here belong to a series. In such 
cases the name of the series is shown at the top of the first page which 
bears the descriptions of the filmstrips in that set. If the filmstrip is 
not one of a group, the individual title appears in the page heading on 
which the description is given. 
Producer and Distributor. Usually the producer and distributor are 
the same. When it was known that the producer and distributor differed, 
both items are used. 
Educational and Other Consultants. Whenever the name of an educational 
advisor or consultant appeared on a filmstrip, it is placed under the 
appropriate heading on the descriptions. Writers, illustrators, and 
photographers are credited in like manner. 
Data On Filmstrip. Under this heading, physical aspects, cost, pro-
duction date, and producer reconnnendations are summarized. 
Titles. Titles were taken from the individual filmstrips and are 
preceded here by any identifying letter or number combination which the 
producer uses. 
Identification Of Filmstrips For This Study. At the extreme left of 
each filmstrip title, there appears a number. These numbers are used 
throughout the thesis when referring to a particular filmstrip. 
Areas Of Use. Under this heading are summarized the provisions of the 
filmstrip as determined by use of the evaluation sheet which is included in 
the appendix of this work. 
Descriptions. Notes were taken by the writer during the showing of 
each filmstrip. These, together with the teacher's manuals provided by 
the producers, were used to write a comprehensive description of the 
filmstrip. This includes a summary of the specific skills and concepts 
emphasized. When the filmstrip was an illustrated story, a brief 
synopsis is included as well as underlying concepts which receive emphasis. 
Vocabulary. During the showing of each filmstrip, the writer listed 
each different word used in the captions, picture labels, etc. These were 
then checked against the vocabulary standard set up for this study and in-
cluded in the appendix of this work. Those words which failed to satisfy 
the standard are listed under this heading to designate them as needing 
careful attention by the teacher when using the filmstrip. 
Comments. Whenever the writer felt that additional comments would 
help in the interpretation of the value of an individual filmstrip or 
series, these are added to the information pertaining to that filmstrip 
or at the end of the series. 
Familiar Objects -- Color Photographs 
Reading Speed-i-o-Strip Series 
All0-21 -- All0-22 -- All0-23 
Producer: Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago 14, Illinois 
Consulting Specialist: Louise Farwell Davis, Ph. D., Director of 
Guidance, National College of Education 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; $3.25 each, ($9.00 for set of three -- set 
number AllOSD); manual included; production date, 1951; 
20 frames. The producer states that the color pictures 
of familiar animals and scenes were selected to stimulate 
interest, broaden experience, and encourage conversation; 
that they may be used to good advantage in the reading-
readiness program and to help children observe and 
appreciate details. Emphasizes that the series is 
especially developed for tachistoscopic training but is 
useful with or without the tachistoscope. Each of the 
filmstrips in this group is a series of colored photo-
graphs without captions. 
l. All0-21 -- On the Farm 
Areas of Use: . Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Common anin~ls, including horses, cows, goats, 
sheep, lamb and pig are shown in a farm setting. 
also include pictures of a dog and some cats. No 
activities are shown. 
2. All0-22 -- Out-of-Doors 
a 
Frames 
farm 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
-ground 
Description: Pictures of common animals, birds and flowers are 
shown in their natural settings. One or more frames 
illustrate each season of the year. 
3. All0-23 -- At the Zoo 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Pictures of common wild animals are shown in their 
natural habitat. These include: the zebra, tiger, ele-
phant, bear, lion, red fox, and deer; also, the panda, 
giraffe, snake, chipmunk, alligator, monkey and swan. 
There is nothing in the background of the pictures to 
help develop the concept of a zoo. 
Familiar Objects -- Line Drawings 
Reading Speed-i-o-Strip Series 
All0-16 -- All0-17 -- All0-18 
Producer: Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago 14, Illinois 
Data on Filmstri£: Black and white; $6.00 for set of three -- (set number 
-- - - A lOSC); manual included; production date, 19.52: 3.5 frames. 
4. All0-16 
Producer recommends use to speed recognition of words on 
the Dolch Basic Vocabulary list. States that the series 
is especially developed for tachistoscopic training but is 
useful with or without the tachistoscope. 
Consulting Specialist: Louise Farwell Davis, Ph. D., Director of 
Guidance, National College of Education 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: These 1.5 nouns are presented through simple line draw-
ings. 
dog 
cow 
bed 
car 
boy 
top 
pig 
key 
cake 
coat 
shoe 
leaf 
kite 
bird 
boat 
Each illustrated frame is followed by a duplicate picture 
bearing its name, e.g., a dog, a bird, etc., providing an 
opportunity for the child to associate the name with the 
given object. 
Vocabulary: All words used satisfy the standard set up for this study. 
,5. All0-17 
Consulting Specialist: Louise Farwell Davis, Ph. D., Director of 
G~dance, National College of Education 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: These 15 nouns are presented in the same manner as in 
All0-16 above: 
doll bear chick table kitten 
duck chair horse house squirrel 
tree slide sheep rabbit birdhouse 
Vocabulary: All words used satisfy the standard set up for this study. 
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6. All0-18 
Consulting Specialist: Dr. Davis and Joseph J. Urbancek, Chairman, 
Department of Mathematics, Chicago Teachers' College 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination and language 
----skills; enrichment of background 
Description: More than one draWing is presented on each of these 
frames. Fourteen of the frames provide practice in finding 
likenesses and differences in objects . Vfuile the chief 
emphasis is on reading-readiness, the filmstrip also has 
value for developing number concepts up to and including 8. 
Vocabulary: No words are used in this filmstrip. 
'· 
The Reading Readiness Filmstrip Series 
CASOlSO -- CAS0152 -- CAS01S3 -- CAS0154 -- CASOlSS 
Producer: Creative Arts Studio, Inc. (Educational Division) 
1200 Eye Street, N. w., Washington S, D. c. 
Original Story: Jean F. Chase 
Data on Filmstrip: Black and white; $3.00 each with manual; production 
-- -- date 1951. Producer recommends the series to develop the 
language facilities, visual discrimination, number concept 
and essential skills recognized as prerequisites to a 
successful reading program. 
7. CASOlSO --Roy Puts Awqy His Toys -- 28 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination of objects; 
-- --aevelopment of language skills; enrichment of background 
Description: The first few frames of the filmstrip are given over to 
acquainting the audience with Roy, his room, and his toys. 
The remaining frames develop the idea of Roy putting each 
toy in its proper place on the toy shelves and leaving his 
room in good order. 
Vocabulary: The only words in this filmstrip are those found in its 
title. These satisfy the vocabulary standard set up for 
this study. 
8. CAS01S2 -- Find \Vhat 1 s Wrong -- 28 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination of objects; 
-- --aevelopment of language skills; enrichment of background 
Description: This filmstrip is in the form of a game to find what is 
wrong with the picture or to find what is left out; e.g., 
in one frame a leg is missing from a table, while in 
another the apples appear to be growing upside down on the 
tree. The frames become more difficult as the filmstrip 
progresses. 
Vocabulary: No words are included in this filmstrip. 
9. CAS0lS3 -Find What's Different - 22 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of .Visual Discrimination 
Description: In this filmstrip, each of the frames is designed to 
show likenesses and differences. Some pictures show two 
familiar animals in order to develop the skill of noting 
differences in appearance and habits. Other pictures show 
several like objects with some slight difference in one of 
them: e.g., a group of babies all of whom have rattles ex-
cept one. The final frame is a recapitulation of all the 
kinds of creatures which have been included in the strip. 
All but one is waving goodbye. 
Vocabulary: No words are included in this filmstrip. 
10. CAS0154 -- Betty and Mother Go Shopping -- 31 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination of objects; 
-- -a8velopment of language skills; enrichment of background 
Description: This filmstrip develops the concept of the super-
market. It pictures the shopping trip in its various 
phases : going to the store; visiting its variety of de-
partments; selecting articles, checking out, returning 
home, and putting the goods away. A stop at the drug 
store is also introduced to show differences in stores. 
Number concepts are introduced in connection vdth the 
number of things bought: e.g., five bananas in the bunch, 
and the number of ·kinds of fruit. Visual discrimination 
is provided for through the differences in fruits, 
vegetables, meats, etc. 
Vocabulary: The only words in this filmstrip are those. found in its 
title. These satisfy the vocabulary standard set up for 
this study. 
ll. CAS0155 - The Birthday Party - 31 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: The frames in this filmstrip show the progressive 
stages in preparing for a birthday party: shopping for 
favors and invitations; writing and mailing the invita-
tions; preparing the cake; setting the table; and the 
actual party activities. 
Vocabulary: Most of the vocabulary which occurs is in the form of 
abels on objects: e.g., cake, flour, eggs, etc. All 
words used are listed below and all satisfy the vocabulary 
standard set up for this study. 
Betty for time 
Birthday Happy thank 
cake Mother the 
come rrry three 
eggs on to 
five party u.s. Mail 
flour please you 
Play With Ned And Nancy 
Reading For Interest Series 
Al06-l 
C-M 
Producer: Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago 14, Illinois, in 
cooperation with D. C. Heath and Company, 285 Columbus 
Avenue, Boston 16, Massachusetts 
Consulting Specialists: Paul Witty and Kate Kelly 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; $5.00 with manual; production date 1950; 51 
-- -- frames. Producer recommends the use of the filmstrip as an 
aid in making the child's orientation to school a pleasant 
and successful experience. It is particularly designed to 
be used concurrently with the readiness book See and Do, 
also from the Reading for Interest Series. --- --- --
12. Al06-l -- Play With Ned And Nancy 
C-M ----
Areas of Use: Development of 'language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: The filmstrip tells in pictures the story of two 
children, Ned and Nancy. There are six units of eight 
frames each in which the concepts of home, play, pets, 
toys, school, and library are developed. 
Unit I shows Father, Mother, Ned and Nancy as a family 
group. It brings out that home is where the family lives 
and that each member of the-ra-affiily shares the pleasures 
and responsibilities. 
Unit II shows the children and their playmates having Pk1J: 
experiences. It illustrates the different kinds of gro 
and satisfaction that result from different kinds of play; 
the different types of play suggested by different kinds of 
material; and the cooperation that is fostered by group 
play. · 
Unit III illustrates different kinds of pets; the different 
care they require; and the different kinas-of satisfaction 
they yield to their owners. 
Unit IV shows different kinds of toys. It points out the 
fact that there are toys for individual play and group 
play. It also illustrates the fact that different toys 
require different care. 
·- 8 
Unit V shows school as a pleasant and attractive place. It 
illustrates the way children work and play together there 
as it pictures the variety of experiences which the school 
provides in music, literature, language, science and art. 
Unit VI shows the library as a place to get books. It 
develops the idea that books extend and enrich experience 
and that books provide different kinds of satisfaction. 
Comments: The guide material is particularly well organized to help 
the teacher develop the concepts named in the units. 
While there are no captions on the filmstrip, the manual 
presents a vocabulary list for each unit consisting of 
words appropriate to the ideas presented in each picture. 
Reading Readiness Set 
Alice and Jerry Reading Series 
AlOl-SA 
Producer: Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago 14, Illinois, in 
cooperation with Row, Peterson and Company, 1911 Ridge 
Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 
Data on Filmstrip : Black and white; $3.00 each; ~~13.50 for series of 
five. Producer states that the series encourages dis-
cussion; builds confidence through story-telling; generates 
impulse to talk and read, and tests pupils' reading 
readiness. 
13. AlOl-1 Tell Another Story -- 64 Frames -- Produced 1952. (No 
Maillial) 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip has original drawings, without captions, 
of these five well known stories; The Pancake, Three Billy 
Goats Gruff, Three Little Pigs, The Old Woman and Her Pig, 
and The Elves and the Shoemaker. The children are en-
couraged to retell the stories from picture clues only. 
There is no manual with this filmstrip but the first five 
frames are given over to instructions to the teacher. Be-
fore using the textfilm, the teacher is advised to familiar-
ize the children with the best versions of the old folk 
tales. 11 Told Under the Green Umbrella, 11 compiled by the 
International Kindergarten Union, is suggested as a good 
source. 
Vocabulary: The words in this filmstrip include only those found in 
the titles of the stories. Of these 17 different words, 
only the 1 word listed below fails to satisfy the standard 
set up for this study. 
Elves 
14. AlOl-2 - .! Live in the City -- 53 Frames - Produced 1952 (Manual) 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates typical city views with cap-
ioned photographs. These show kinds of houses, methods of 
city transportation, community workers and the services 
they provide; and recreational facilities available to 
city dwellers. 
4 
15. 
Vocabulary: Of the 188 different words used in the captions of this 
filmstrip, the 17 words listed below fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
acquainted 
airport 
ambulance 
amusement 
collectors 
elevator 
evenings 
factories 
fortunate 
motorcycle 
mounted 
newsstand 
patrols 
prepare 
spend 
traffic 
worry 
AlOl-3 -- I Live in the Country - 54 Frames - Produced 1952 
T2'Ii'il""Ed.J."'"t:ion -- Manua:J.) 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates typical country views with 
captioned photographs. These show the life of the far.m 
family and farm activities that are carried on in the 
various seasons of the year. They also show the different 
farm animals. 
Vocabulary: Of the 234 different words used in the captions of this 
filmstrip, the 24 words listed below fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
cattle 
colt 
corncrib 
cornstalks 
downy 
ducklings 
evening 
flock 
furnishes 
goslings 
hatch 
haymow 
husk 
important 
incubator 
lane 
main 
pet 
plenty 
proud 
silos 
toward 
webfooted 
wife 
16. AlOl-4 - Away We Go 46 Frames - Produced 1948 
~ ECii tion -- Manual) 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates modes of travel with cap-
ioned photographs. It develops concepts of travel by 
land, air, and water. Safety measures are considered in 
each of these areas. 
Vocabulary: Of the 172 different words used in the captions of this 
filmstrip, the 22 words listed below fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
barges 
beware 
bicycle 
crash 
curve 
elevated 
fog 
hangar 
important 
jingle 
liner 
lighthouse 
obey 
proper 
since 
sorted 
streamliner 
subway 
toboggan 
trip 
trailer 
travel 
4_t 
17. AlOl-5 -- Animals to Know - 43 Frames 
(2nd Edi troll= Manual) 
Produced 1948 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates scenes from the zoo with 
captioned photographs. Both the familiar and less 
familiar animals are shown in a zoo setting. 
Vocabulary: Of the 196 different words used in the captions of this 
filmstrip, the 32 words listed below fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
antlers 
ape 
armadillo 
beaver 
bison 
cubs 
diver 
during 
fawns 
flamingo 
forest 
giraffe 
handsome 
hippopotamus 
humps 
kangaroo 
oppossum 
ostrich 
peacock 
pelican 
penguins 
polar 
porcupine 
queer 
quills 
raccoon 
rhinoceros 
skunks 
swan 
usually 
woodchucks 
zebra 
ll 
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II Laidlaw Textfilm Series 
I Al02-l -- Al02-2 
I Producer: Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago 14, Illinois, in co-
operation with Laidlaw Bros., Inc., New York 3, New York 
I 
--, 
I 
I 
I 
Data ~ Filmstrip: Manual included; production date, 1949. Producer 
recommends use for the development of basic vocabulary and 
the ability to tell stories. 
18. Al02-l -- We Go to School -- Color; $5.00; 40 Frames 
19. 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination of colors and word j 
forms; development of language skills; enrichment of back- 1 
ground; kinesthetic training; training in following 1 
directions 
Description: This filmstrip provides material similar to that in-
cluded in the Laidlaw Basic reading-readiness workbook. 
Frames 1 - 7 use pictures of school, home, and family to 
provide opportunities for developing these language skills: 
vocabulary growth, ability to use sentences, and the 
ability to develop a story sequence. This material also 
serves to enrich the background of the children. The re-
maining frames present a basic sight vocabulary using the 
kinesthetic approach of word tracing, association of words 
and objects, and word matching as methods of introducing and 
giving practice with the words. 
Vocabulary: The 28 sight words used are listed here. All of them 
satisfy the standard set up for this study except barks 
which is marked with an asterisk ( ~~ ) • --
a Father into out 
and find Jack plays 
Baby from jumps runs 
* 
barks he kitten she 
big her little the 
chair his Mother to 
dog house Nancy train 
Al02-2 -- Reading Readiness Skills -- Black and White; $3.00; 46 
Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination of objects and 
-- geometric forms; development of auditory discrimination of 
rhyming words; development of vocabulary; enrichment of 
background; training in following directions 
Description: Only the first 13 frames of this filmstrip are con-
sidered in this study since the remaining frames deal with 
• 
I! 
the development of skills in connection with actual pre-
primer reading. 
Frames l - 13 are planned to provide material which the 
teacher can utilize in these areas of development; left to 
right eye movement; association of names with objects; 
visual discrimination of geometric forms; and ability to 
follow directions. Three of the frames give attention to 
the development of auditory discrimination of whole words 
and rhyming elements in words. 
Vocabulary: No words are included in the 13 frames considered here. 
4 
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Set I 
Little Golden Book Filmstrips 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
• Producer: Young America Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, New York 17, 
New York, in cooperation with Simon and Shuster, Inc., 
and Artists and Writers Guild, Inc. 
I' 
li 
I 
I 
I 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; guide sheets included; set of 8 filmstrips as 
-- -- grouped - - $23. 75; individual filmstrips -- $3.90. Pro-
ducer recommends the use of these filmstrips for reading-
readiness, vocabulary development, and story telling . 
20 . Duck and His Friends -- 29 Frames -- Produced 1949 
Story by K~and B. Jackson -- Pictures by Richard Scarry 
Areas of - se: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- · ground 
Description: This filmstrip tells the tale of a duck who is afraid 
of the water, and how his friends the mouse and the rabbit 
work out a plan whereby he has to take a swim. It develops 
the concept that the mouse and rabbit are found on land 
while the duck's natural home is near water. 
Vocabulary: Of the 192 different words used i n this filmstrip, the 
21 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
agreed floating plan 
backing gaily plucked 
blame island raft 
dashed less raincoat 
ducked nightcap safely 
21. The Happy Man and His Dump Truck - 26 Frames 
Story by Miryam -- Pictures by Tibor Gergely 
shouted 
sputtering 
swa."ll 
thump 
waddling 
whispered 
Produced 1950 
Areas of Use: Development of language skil~s; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip introduces many animals of the farm as it \ 
illustrates the funny story of a man who gives all of them I 
a ride in his dump true~ . This man is such a happy fellow 
that he always greets his friends by waving his hand and j 
tipping the dumper of his truck. The animals like the 
fine slide they get when the dumper tips. II 
Vocabulary: Of the 112 different words used in this filmstrip, the 9 
which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this study 
are listed below. 
barked 
bow-wow 
clucked 
cut-out 
drove 
grunt 
heap 
mewed 
whee 
22. How Big -- 25 Frames Produced 1949 
Stories and Pictures by Corinne Malvern 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
-- ground; development of auditory discrimination of rhyming 
words 
Description: This filmstrip explains in verse form the idea of a 
child growing bigger and bigger by comparing his size with 
that of other things both smaller and larger. 
Vocabulary: Of the 175 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
6 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
23 • Our Puppy 
chipmunks 
chug-a-choo 
clever 
cockatoo 
cone 
cuddly 
goodness 
gr:own 
least 
pup 
smarter 
someday 
speckled 
trolleys 
whirl 
whish 
Story by Elsa Ruth Nast -- Pictures by Feodor Rojankovsky 
Areas of Use: Development of auditory discrimination of rhyming 
-- ~rds; development of language skills; enrichment of back-
ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of a day in the 
ife of a puppy and the two young children of his household. 
The activities are typical of those in any home where both 
a dog and children live. The captions, written in the 
present tense, help children to feel that the experiences 
are their own. 
Vocabulary: Of the 66 different words used in this filmstrip, the 7 
which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this study 
are listed below. 
beetle 
buries 
pup 
settle 
snaps 
sniffs 
stretches 
24. Little Peewee, The Circus Dog -- 34 Frames -- Produced 1948 
Story by Dorothy Kunhardt --Pictures by J. p . Miller 
---
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip story is centered around a dog who first 
attracts circus goers because of his tiny size and later 
because of his very great size. Each frame helps to 
develop the concept of the circus as it pictures some area 
of circus life and circus people. There are the tents, the 
cloYITl, the juggler, the acrobats, the elephant, and the 
thin man. Also the strong baby, the fat lady, and the giant. 
Vocabulary: Of the 159 different words included in this filmstrip, 
the 12 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up 
for this study. 
enormous 
happened 
huge 
indeed 
juggle 
make-believe 
marvelous 
probably 
seal 
shouted 
weenie 
wonderful 
25. The Little Trapper -- 41 Frames -- Produced 1950 
Story by K. and B. Jackson Pictures by Gustaf Tengren 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a fanciful tale of a little 
oy who brags to his little Indian friend of his skill as a 
trapper. In the end, instead of trapping a fox, he finds 
himself caught in his own trap. As the story is developed, 
animals of the woods are shown. These include: the fox, 
rabbit, deer, porcupine, and bear. 
Vocabulary: Of the 236 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
25 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
aw growled nope sly trapper 
coonskin happens promised snap trouble 
crashing hero porcupine tee-hee-hee wailed 
free hunter replied thump Yvhispered 
grinned mittens shucks toward worry 
26. The Big Brown Bear -- 29 Frames -- Produced 1947 
-- -- --- . 
Story by Georges Duplaix -- Pictures by Gustaf Tengren 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back- I 
I 
- ground 
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Description: This filmstrip illustrates the plight of a foolish bear 
who meets up with a swarm of bees because he is so greeqy 
for some honey. 
Vocabulary: Of the 195 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
28 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
brook frying paw swooped 
chilly halfway promised thorn 
crept heading remember toward 
crouched hid root trout 
dare hug rushed wife 
dessert intention scrambled yelled 
flip invisible swarmed zoom 
Busy Timmy -- 28 Frames -- Produced 1948 
Story by K. and B. Jackson -- Pictures by Eloise Wilkin 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip follows Timmy's day shovdng how he takes 
care of himself in dressing, playing, eating, bathing, and 
getting ready for bed. It introduces the robin, squirrel, 
and rabbit as Timmy's play friends and shows how they look 
and how they get about. 
Vocabulary: Of the 95 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
two listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
hush shush 
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Set II 
Little Golden Book Filmstrips 
Producer: Young America Films, Inc., 18 Eas t 41st Street, New York 17, 
New York, in cooperation with Simon and Shuster, Inc., and 
Artists and Writers Guild, Inc. 
Data on Filmst rip : Color; set of 8 filmstrips as grouped-- $23.75; 
------ lndividual filmstrips -- $3 . 90. Producer recommends the 
use of these filmstrips for reading-readiness, vocabulary 
development, and story telling. 
28. The Jolly Barnyard -- 25 Frames -- Produced 1950 
Story by Annie North Bedford -- Pictures by Tibor Gergely 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination of objects and 
-- auditory discrimination of rhyming words; development of 
language skills; enricl:unent of background 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of how Farmer 
rown celebrates his birthday by giving a special treat to 
all the farm animals. In return each animal wishes the 
farmer a happy birthday in its own special way: e.g., the 
hen lays eggs, the cow gives milk, the rooster wakes the 
farmer, etc. The filmstrip helps develop an understanding 
of farm creatures and their usefulness. 
Vocabulary: Of the 169 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
23 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
able cluck guard someday 
admit colt heap somehow 
bow-wow drake hunters special 
brood ducklings jolt tra-la 
bury extra mew tra-lee 
fleece ram treat 
29. Shy Little Kitten -- 30 Frames 
Story by Cath~een Schurr -- Pictures by Gustaf Tengren 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
-- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a story of a shy little 
kitten who meets many animal friends. These include: the 
pig, rabbit, goose, hen, mole, frog, puppy, and squirrel. 
this filmstrip, th: ~" ~ ~ ~--
lj 
Vocabulary: Of the 207 different words used in 
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25 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
bark 
bold 
brook 
catnip 
chee 
chubby 
crisp 
drowsy 
frisky 
groaned 
happened 
join 
leaped 
mole 
peeked 
puffed 
sampled 
shaggy 
shy 
speckled 
Two Little Miners -- 37 Frames -- Produced 1949 
suddenly 
winked 
wise 
woof 
WOW 
Story by Margaret Wise Brovrn and Edith Thacker Hurd -- Pictures by 
Richard Scarry 
Areas of Use : Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of two little 
miners who go happily about their work of digging coal up 
from way under the ground. It develops the idea that the 
work carries With it adventure but also danger. 
1 Vocabulary: Of the 210 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
1 21 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
I study are listed below. 
,I 
I 
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agree evening miners smacked 
beware explosives pickaxes speck 
blaze fuse scrub stretched 
dug held shaft sunset 
dynamite life shone uncover 
written 
31. Mr. Noah and His Family -- 28 Frames - Produced 1948 
Story by Jane Werner -- Pictures by Alice and Martin Provensen 
Areas of Use: Development of auditory discrimination of rhyming 
-- ~rds; development of language skills; enrichment of back-
ground 
Description: This filmstrip gives meaning to the story of Noah and 
the ark by showing a little girl Ydth her favorite toy --
the ark -- and the many toy animals which live in it . 
Vocabulary: Of the 76 different words used in this filmstrip, the 11 
which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this study 
are listed below. 
ark 
bull 
curving 
favorite 
fierce 
hippopotamus 
kangaroo 
skunks 
whales 
wolves 
zebras 
------~~~ ~~-------_c._--=.----~1 
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32. Baby's House -- 28 Frames Produced 1950 
33. 
Story by Gelalo McHugh -- Pictures by Mary Blair 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
--- ground 
Description: This filmstrip develops the concept of home as it takes 
~ts viewers with baby on a trip of exploration through the 
whole house. Each room is visited to see what special 
fascinations it holds. 
Vocabulary: Of the 80 different words used in this filmstrip , the 3 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
icebox tick tock 
Little Yip-Yip -- 41 Frames -- Produced 1950 
Story by K. and B. Jackson Pictures by Tibor Gergely 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of a puppy whose 
animal friends laugh at him because what he thinks is a 
big bark is really only a little yip-yip. The puppy dis-
covers he can get a real bark by yipping from within some-
thing hollow. The author uses this humorous approach to 
develop the idea of the puppy's grov~h. By the end of the 
story, he gets his owv.n big bark and his master is proud of 
him as a watchdog. 
Vocabulary: Of the 247 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
25 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
backed 
bark 
bow-wow-wow 
brand-new 
breath 
chops 
creeping 
crept 
crib 
disgust 
dripped 
echoed 
finally 
noticed 
practiced 
rusty 
sly 
snickering 
snorted 
squealed 
third 
toward 
whispered 
wife 
yip-yip-yip 
34. Poky Little Puppy -- 38 Frames -- Produced 1942 
Story by Janette Sebring Lowrey - - Pictures by Gustaf Tengren 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
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Description: This filmstrip illustrates a fanciful tale of the 
puppy in the family who always lags behind. Its use will 
emphasize the idea that those who are never on time 
eventually lose out on something they want very much just 
as the puppy in the story loses out on the strawber~J 
shortcake. 
Vocabulary: Of the 164 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
1 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
cocked 
custard 
desserts 
dug 
Saggy Baggy Elephant 
hop-toad 
lizard 
pity 
pudding 
rice 
shortcake 
single 
26 Frames -- Produced 1947 
story by K. and B. Jackson -- Pictures by Gustaf Tengren 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of an elephant who 
~s very unhappy because he looks so different from the 
other animals he sees around him. Finally he meets many 
more elephants who are just like him and then he decides 
that he doesn't look so bad after all. 
Vocabulary: Of the 198 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
8 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
bellow greedily roared sleek 
creatures herd roots snapping 
crocodile hind shrink straight 
disappointing jungle sigh suddenly 
exercise swam 
Set III 
Little Golden Book Filmstrips 
Producer: Young America Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, New York 17, 
New York, in cooperation with Simon and Shuster, Inc., and 
Artists and Writers Guild, Inc. 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; set of 8 filmstrips as grouped-- $23.75; 
-- - 1.ndividual filmstrips -- ~~3.90. Producer recommends the 
use of these filmstrips for reaoing-readiness, vocabulary 
development, and story telling. 
36. Circus Time -- 34 Frames -- Produced 1948 
Story by Marian Conger -- Pictures Qy Tibor Gergely 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of a little girl 
who goes to the circus with her daddy. It includes all 
phases of a circus day: the unloading of the circus 
train; pitching the tents, the circus parade, the side 
shows, and the variety of acts in the several rings of 
the main show. 
Vocabulary: Of the 181 different words us ed in this filmstrip, the 
6 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
balancing 
cones 
currying 
happening 
leopards 
main 
rattlesnake 
seal 
spun 
sudden 
swallows 
tamer 
The Color Kittens -- 33 Frames -- Produced 1949 
tatooed 
trapeze 
unloading 
whispers 
Story by Margaret Wise Brown -- Pictures by Alice and Martin 
Provensen 
Areas of Use: Development of visual discrimination of colors and 
-- auditory discrimination of rhyming words; development of 
language skills; enrichment of background 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of two kittens 
who find that they can make all the colors of the rainbow 
by using the three buckets of paint which they have (red, 
yellow, and blue). 
Vocabulary: Of the 174 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
5 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this study 
1-
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are listed below. 
accident 
beaver 
disappear 
evening 
excited 
fog 
islands 
pale 
prunes 
purring 
38. Fix It Please -- 33 Frames -- Produced 1947 
==--~--~ 
sight 
streams 
suddenly 
tugboat 
wonderful 
Story by Lucy Sprague Mitchell -- Pictures by Eloise Wilkin 
Areas of Use : Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip gives meaning to the word fix as it 
pictures in a delightful way the variety of everyday 
things that go wrong and are taken care of in the home of 
Polly and Jimmy. There is the button that pops off, the 
broken dish, the wagon that needs a wheel, the doll with-
out an arm, the cut lrnee, the flat tire, and the sick 
children. 
Vocabulary: Of the 177 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
10 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
bandage 
bleed 
frisky 
iodine 
mommy 
sudden 
swallowed 
39. The Fuzzy Duckling -- 25 Frames -- Produced 1949 
temperatures 
tape 
whang 
Story Qy Jane Werner -- Pictures by Alice and Martin Provensen 
Areas of Use: Development of auditory discrimination of rhyming 
- """WOrds; development of language skills; enrichment of 
background 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a delightful tale of a duck 
who goes for a walk and gets lost. It pictures all the 
animals he meets in his travels and ends happily with 
mother duck finding him and guiding him safely home. 
Vocabulary: Of the 127 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
0 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
calves 
cattails 
colts 
duckling 
fleece 
frisky 
playful 
shade 
unhappy 
waddled 
54 
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40. Katie the Kitten -- 28 Frames -- Produced 1949 
Story by K. and B. Jackson -- Pictures by Alice and Martin Provensen 
Areas of Use: Development of auditory discrimination of rhyming 
-- ~rds; development of language skills; enrichment of 
background 
Description: This filmstrip pictures the daily doings of a 
ypical tiger cat . The author uses verse form to tell 
the kitten ' s story. The filmstrip develops an understand-
ing of cats and their habits. 
Vocabulary: Of the 102 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
12 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
buzzing 
cozy 
fluffy 
41. The Seven Sneezes 
hippity 
hoppet y 
neatly 
paws 
purring 
scrambles 
38 Frames -- Produced 1948 
Story by Olga Cabral -- Pictures by Tibor Gergely 
snap 
sniffs 
toad 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
--- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a fanciful tale of a rag 
man whose sneezes cause all sorts of trouble such as the 
cat and rabbit getting each other•s ears and the dog find-
ing himself with the kitten's meow instead of his own 
bark . Finally all the animals and children in the story 
locate the rag man ' s house and he sneezes their lost 
things back into their right places. The author, through 
this humorous story, develops an awareness of the 
characteristics of the cat, rabbit, dog, and rooster . 
Vocabulary: Of the 205 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
19 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
stuqy are listed below. 
bark 
beak 
blown 
breath 
chilly 
42. We Like To Do Things 
fluffy 
goodness 
gracious 
happened 
jacket 
40 Frames 
magic 
mewed 
onto 
pepper 
pigtails 
Produced 1949 
Story by Walter M. Mason -- Pictures by Steffie Lerch 
shook 
sight 
silly 
voice 
Areas of Use : Development of auditory discrimination of rhyming 
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words; development of language skills; enrichment of back-
ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates many ever.yday things that 
ittle children enjoy doing. The captions have many 
rhyming elements which can be utilized for training in 
auditory discrimination. 
Vocabulary: Of the 45 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
0 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
butt 
flap 
hatch 
latch 
mend 
sight 
slap 
snap 
spend 
strut 
A Year on the Farm - - 38 Frames -- Produced 1948 
- ---- -- --- ----
Story by Lucy Sprague Nitchell -- Pictures by Richard Floethe 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is true to its title as it shows farm 
animals and farm activities in spring, summer, autumn, and 
vvinter. It develops the idea that farm life carries with 
it lots of responsibilities for young and old alike, but 
also much fun for the children. 
Vocabulary: Of the 243 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
21 which fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study are listed below. 
bores 
buzz 
driven 
flown 
furrows 
gather 
happening 
hives 
jingle 
meal 
nibble 
reaper 
sap 
shade 
struts 
sugar-maple 
syrup 
themselves 
tune 
village 
wife 
,I===== 
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Primary Grade Stories 
Selected Filmstrips from Sets B, C, and D 
Producer: Young America Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, New York 17, 
New York 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; production date, 1947; individual filmstrip --
-- -- $6.00; teacher's guide available. Producer recommends these 
filmstrips for reading-readiness and story-hour periods. 
Selection of Filmstrips: Since the filmstrips in these sets are care-
fUlly graded on the basis of vocabulary load and story con-
tent, the writer included in this study only those 
recommended for the lowest level, or Grades 1-2. 
44 . Set B-1 -- Chicken Little -- 35 Frames 
Story adapted by Margaret Bradfield -- Illustrated by Emil Weddige 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the well-known fair,y tale. 
s the story develops, the chicken, hen, duck, goose, 
turkey, and fox make their appearance. The story 
emphasizes the trouble that can be caused by the spreading 
of false rumors. 
Vocabulary: Of the 90 different words used in this filmstrip, the 2 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
goodness palace 
45. Set B-2 -- Little Red Riding Hood -- 40 Frames 
Story adapted by Margaret Bradfield -- Illustrated by Barbara and 
Polly Titus 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a very acceptable version 
of' this age-old fairy tale. 
Vocabulary: Of the 170 different words used in this filmstrip, the 11 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
arrived 
entered 
frightened 
gently 
hood 
silly 
suddenly 
tripped 
voice 
wicked 
woodcutters 
46. Set B-4 -- The Gingerbread Boy -- 34 Frames 
Story adapted by Marga~et Bradfield -- Illustrated by Madeline Bush 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a simple and suitable ver-
sion of the well-known fairy tale. 
Vocabulary: Of the 105 different words used in this filmstrip, the 3 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
ginger perhaps sly 
47. Set C-2 -- The Three Little Pigs -- 51 Frames 
Story adapted by Margaret Bradfield -- Illustrated by Karl Kasten 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a most suitable version of 
the well-known fairy tale. 
Vocabulary: Of the 161 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
6 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
chinny 
frightened 
huff 
puff 
48. Set C-4 -- The Three Bears -- 45 Frames 
safely 
third 
Story adapted by Margaret Bradfield -- Illustrated by Rhoda and 
Carlos Lopez 
Areas of Use : Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
-_- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a very well-chosen version 
of the familiar fairy tale. 
Vocabulary: Of the 122 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
2 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
frightened suddenly 
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49. Set D-2 -- The Little Red Hen -- 47 Frames 
Story adapted by Margaret Bradfield -- Illustrated by Irma Lahti 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the well-knoYm fairy tale 
which develops the idea that each one must share in t he 
work in order to reap the results of the labor. 
Vocabulary: Of the 133 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
4 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
Comment 
became 
grunted 
indeed 
mewed 
The teacher's guide for these filmstrips states that the 
stories were chosen by librarians and experienced teachers as 
stories especially suited to this age- level. The adaptation 
was then made with the careful assistance of teachers and 
reading specialists. This writer feels that the filmstrips 
provide an excellent medium for familiarizing children with 
the old folk tales. 
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11 0ur Pets" Series 
26-A -- 26-I 
Producer: EYe Gate House, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New 
York 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; production date, 1950; series of nine film-
-- -- strips with teacher's manual -- $25 .00; individual film-
strips - - $4.00. Producer recommends the use of these 
filmstrips for stimulating discussion of personal ex-
periences and thereby helping to bridge the gap between 
home and school. 
50. 26-A -- 1ity Dog Spot -- 25 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Through a simple portrayal of Tom and the activities 
of his pet dog, Spot, this filmstrip provides motivation 
for discussion of dogs in general: their color, size, 
· habits , types of play activities, and manifestation of 
affection. 
Vocabulary: Of the 104 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
6 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
barks 
living-room 
51. 26-B -- My Turtle -- 21 Frames 
paw 
petted 
sheds 
thunder 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustrated story of the small pet 
turtle which grandma gives Ann. It gives meaning to the 
turtle's appearance, his habits, and the care he requires. 
A large land turtle is introduced in the picture sequence 
to provide contrast. 
Vocabulary: Of the 65 different words used in this filmstrip, the 3 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
living-room sight tucked 
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52. 26-C - Our Aquarium 21 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip develops the concept of an aquarium by 
the use of simple illustrations and captions which the 
small child can understand. It stresses the necessity 
for plants, light, and fresh clean water. Also it shows 
the snails and their part in the aquarium. Further meaning 
is provided by the introduction of the park pond with its 
large goldfish. 
Vocabulary: Of the 93 different words used in this filmstrip, the 5 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
aquarium 
enjoys 
53. 26-D -- :My Canary-- 23 Frames 
goldfish mUilllllY 
pet 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of Ruth, a city 
child, who has a pet canary in her apartment. It stresses 
the care the bird requires, its special habits, and the 
joy it brings the family with its singing. 
Vocabulary: Of the 88 different words used in this filmstrip, the 6 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
cuttlefish 
gravel 
living-room 
loses 
54. 26-E -- ]ty Horse, Dobbin -- 25 Frames 
pet 
tra-la 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: _This filmstrip shows the growth and development of 
obbin from a baby colt, dependent on its mother, into a 
full-grown horse who must work just as gro\v.n people must 
work. It illustrates the habits of the horse and the care 
it needs. 
Vocabulary: Of the 103 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
1 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
colt 
gentle 
giddap 
harness 
neighs 
perhaps 
pet 
pricks 
61_: 
stall stroke 
-..vhinnies 
55. 26-F -- My Cat, Taffy -- 27 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip traces the life of Jackie's pet from a 
aby kitten to an adult cat. It shows its appearance, 
with close-ups of paws and claws, the care it requires, 
and its particular habits. 
Vocabulary: Of the 116 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
12 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
anywhere 
catnip 
claws 
content 
crinkle 
deal 
mummy 
paws 
56. 26-G -- My Dog Blackie -- 19 Frames 
pet 
purrs 
spool 
tease 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This films t rip shows a pet cocker spaniel as con-
trasted with the larger collie t ype dog shown in ttr Dog 
Spt~ (Number 50). The use of the two filmstrips to--
g er can help develop the ability to look for like-
nesses and differences in color, size, and habits of the 
t wo dogs. 
Vocabulary: Of the 74 different words us ed in this filmstrip, the 4 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
barks leash mommy pet 
57. 26-H -- ~zy Bunny 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of Helen and her 
pet bunny. It points out the destruction Bunny causes in 
the garden before its house is built, the care it requir es 
and the fun the children have watching it. Progressively 
Mrs. Bunny and a family of little bunnies are introduced. 
Vocabulary: Of the 103 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
4 listed below fail to satisfy t he standard set up for 
this study. 
lonely mummy pet sawdust 
58. 26-I -- N~ ~ - - 24 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: As this filmstrip presents the illustrated story of' a 
ittle girl and her pet, it shows the various stages in 
the life cycle of a CPicken and explains each frame on a 
level suitable for small children. The filmstrip also 
strengthens the concept of farm life. 
Vocabulary: Of the 78 different words used in this filmstrip, the 6 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study . 
cluck 
dawn 
fluffy 
murmny 
perhaps 
proud 
Comments: While the basic emphasis of this filmstrip series is on 
familiar anL~ls, their habits and care, it also strengthens 
the meaning of home and family by showing children in happy 
family situations where they enjoy the love and guidance of 
their parents. The pictures are in lovely colors and the 
captions, written in the first person, help children to 
identify themselves with the experiences pictured. 
The teacher's manual for this series provides helpful teaching 
suggestions and also lists additional audio-visual materials 
which may be used to supplement the filmstrips. 
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Literature For Children 
Selected Filmstrips 
Producer: Eye Gate House, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New 
York 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; production date, 1951; individual filmstrips 
-- -- $4.00; teacher's manual available. Producer states that 
each filmstrip provides a glimpse into a phase of 
literature. 
Selection of Filmstrips: Since this series is recommended for Grades l -
6, obv1ously some of the materials are beyond the scope of 
this study. The writer selected those which s eemed 
appropriate in concepts and vocabulary for kindergarten 
and first grade groups. 
59. 38-A -- Mother Goose Rhymes -- 24 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of auditory discrimination of rhyming 
-- -w0rds; development of language skills; enrichment of back-
ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the following Niother Goose 
Rhymes: 
1 . Hicko~J Dickory Dock 
2. Hey Diddle Diddle 
3. Baa, Baa, Black Sheep 
4,. Little Ndss Muffet 
5. Little Bo-Peep 
6. Little Boy Blue 
7. Jack Be Nimble 
8. Jack and Jill 
9. Little Jack Horner 
10. Old King Cole 
11. Old .Mother Hubbard 
12. Sing A Song Of Sixpence 
13. Jack Sprat 
Vocabulary: Of the 168 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
6 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
betwixt 
dickory 
diddle 
fetch 
frightened 
hid 
lean 
nimble 
rye 
sixpence 
soul 
sport 
tends 
tuffet 
tumbling 
whey 
II 
I 
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60. 38-C -- Fables For Children -- 23 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates these old fables: 
1 . The Fox and the Grapes 
2. The Boy Who Cried Wolf 
3. The Dog and His Shadow 
4. The Bundle of Sticks 
Vocabulary: Of the 122 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
9 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
bundle 
decided 
greedy 
held 
master 
proved 
61. 38-E -- Folk Tales And Fairy Tales -- 2.5 Frames 
single 
sons 
twigs 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates these well-known tales: 
1 . The Elves and The Cobbler 
2. Goldilocks and the Three Bears 
3. The Sleeping Beauty 
Vocabulary: Of the 1.53 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
20 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
amazed cobbler frightened palace 
anyhow daughter happened prick 
awoke elf hid prince 
beauty elves married princess 
birth feast midnight son 
Com~ents: In an effort to condense these tales into a few frames, 
this writer feels that much of the continuity and mood of 
the story has been lost. 
I 
J .. 
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Friendship Fables Series 
Producer: Filmfax Productions, 10 East 43rd Street, New York, New York 
Distributor: Eye Gate House, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, 
Ne-rf York 
Stories adapted from Aesop by Henry Clay Gipson -- Pictures by Oiive 
Bailey 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; guide sheet available; set of 4 filmstrips 
-- -- :jjil5.00; individual filmstrips - - $4.00; production date, 
1948. Producer recommends use for reading-readiness. 
States that they help develop basic concepts in reading. 
62. No. 1 -- The Country Mouse and the City Mouse - 19 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the old tale of the mouse 
who chooses to live in peace and quiet in his humble sur-
roundings rather than try to live in more luxurious sur-
roundings and have to contend with his enemies, the cat and 
the dog. 
Vocabulary: Of the 116 different words used in this filmstrip, the 8 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
fear 
finally 
flash 
hid 
peace 
polite 
63. No. 2 -- The Fox and the Stork -- 19 Frames 
storeroom 
travel 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ---gl=ound 
Description: The main emphasis of this filmstrip is the fact that 
fie who tricks another must expect to have tricks played on 
him in return. It also illustrates the differences in 
appearance between the fox and the stork. 
Vocabulary: Of the 73 different words used in this filmstrip, the 2 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
able jokes 
66 
64. No. 3 - The Rabbit and the Turtle - 23 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story which shows that 
the rabbit•s speed, without steadfastness of purpose, is a 
poor match for the turtle's slow but persevering pace. 
Vocabular,y: Of the 107 different words used in this filmstrip, the 4 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
boasting praised shade suddenly 
65. No. 4 -- The Crow and the Pitcher -- 19 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip points out the value of ingenuity as it 
shows how the crow manages to get water when he is dying 
of thirst. Number concepts are introduced as the crow 
drops one, two, three, etc. stones into the pitcher of 
water until it reaches the level where he can drink it. 
Vocabulary: Of the 73 different words used in this filmstrip, the 2 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
brains life 
- -- ---- -
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OUr Homes Series 
Producer: ~e Gate House, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New 
York 
Data on Filmstri~: Color; series of 9 filmstrips with teacher's manual --
-- -- $ s.oo; individual filmstrips - $4.00; production date, 
19.50. Producer states that use of these filmstrips helps 
the young child bridge the gap between home and school, 
increases his feeling of security in his own home, and 
increases his understanding of other homes in various 
parts of our country. 
66. 29-A -- At Home With Ruth -- 20 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the activities of Ruth, a 
city child, who lives in a housing project. The family 
home is a small, compact apartment. Through typical 
family situations such as daddy's return home from work, 
Ruth's discussion of her school experiences with her 
parents, etc., the significant aspects of home life are 
developed. 
Vocabulary: Of the 79 different words used in this filmstrip, the 6 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
eighty 
elevator 
living-room 
order 
67. 29-B -- Tom's ~House -- 2.5 Frames 
project 
third 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates scenes of life on a small 
£arm. It shows a typical farm family working together. 
Also shown is the hired man, probably a neighbor. Familiar 
farm animals are seen -- cows, pigs, horses, and an old 
dog. Farm activities which are shown include: plowing, 
pulling up a dead tree trunk, and haying. Boys' play is 
also included -- swimming, hay rides, fishing. 
Vocabulary: Of the 12.5 different words used in this filmstrip, the 3 
isted below fail to satisf.y the standard set up for this 
study. 
brook hired spray 
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68. 29-C -- Alice In Her Home -- 24 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip shows life in an average city apartment 
house where Alice, her parents, and grandmother live. It 
introduces also the elevator man and a small friend from a 
neighboring apartment. Typical city activities are shown: 
roller skating, T.V. viewing, radio listening, etc. 
Vocabulary: Of the 88 different words used in this filmstrip, the 4 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
elevator mummy television traffic 
69. 29-D - Jackie In His House -- 25 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Jackie• s home, shown in this filmstrip, is quite 
typical of life in a smaller city. Aspects of this 
family•s routine of living are the dishwashing machine, 
the washing machine, the breakfast nook, and back-lot games. 
Vocabulary: Of the 92 different words used in this filmstrip, the 7 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
cereal 
dishwasher 
hooray 
mends 
mommy 
70. 29-E -- Dick And His Family At Home -- 23 Frames 
nook 
pal 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates scenes typical of suburban 
ife, such as, gardening, caring for the lawn, etc. It 
shows the cooperative spirit of the family as well as the 
pride they have in their home. 
Vocabulary: Of the 91 different words used in this filmstrip, the 3 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
mommy mow wintertime 
S9 
71. 29-F -Ann's Ranch House Home-- 23 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: A family of some means is shown in this filmstrip as 
they move into a modern setting in a climate such as 
Southern California. The friendly relations the family 
develops with neighbors and with a Japanese-American 
farmer are illustrated. Activities include a picnic on 
the beach. 
Vocabulary: Of the 84 different words used in this filmstrip, the 2 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
hooray mwnmy 
72. 29-G -Helen's ~In~ South-- 24 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip shows some of the natural beauty of the 
South including: the architecture, gardens, cotton fields, 
waterfront, etc. It is intended to show the friendly com-
panionship of two little girls, one southern, one northern. 
Vocabulary: Of the 91 different words used in this filmstrip, the 9 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
artist 
azaleas 
confederate 
enjoy 
interest 
parents 
states 
tourists 
visitors 
Comment: The concepts presented in this filmstrip seem beyond the 
level of even the oldest primary grade child: e.g., the 
symbolism of the three flags -- the American flag, the 
United Nations flag, and the Confederate flag. 
73. 29-H -- Rose's Village ~ -- 23 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip shows activities that can be found in 
most any home. Rose is seen helping her mother and playing 
with her cousin who comes for a visit. The two little 
girls play with their dolls, dramatizing their own life ex-
periences. They also pick flowers and sell them at a road-
side stand. With the money they earn, they buy a present 
for mother. 
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Vocabulary: Of the 82 different words used in this filmstrip, the 5 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
chores 
sad 
spend twenty-five 
village 
Comment: There is great appeal for little children in the 
identification they can feel with the experiences shown 
in this filmstrip. 
74. 29-I - Joe's ~In~ England-- 25 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is a fine illustration of a real New 
England winter. It shows the dependence upon the snowplow 
and typical activities of winter evenings such as corn 
popping. It also shows the importance of the post office 
to those who live in a small town. The results of the 
family berry gathering and apple picking are shown in 
mother's jelly and apple pie. 
Vocabulary: Of the 93 different words used in this filmstrip, the 1 
isted below fails to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
medals 
Further Comments: The boys and girls shown in the illustrations for 
this series are largely the same as those shown in the 
filmstrip set "Our Pets," also included in this study. The 
homes are also the same but are portrayed in much greater 
detail. Many of the same pets appear again here. 
The teacher's manual gives many suggestions for supple-
mentary audio-visual aids which may be secured. 
Some unnatural and stilted phrases appear in the captions 
as a result of the carefully controlled vocabulary and the 
use of the third person. 
Animal Stories Series 
Producer: Jam Handy Organization, 2821 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, 
Michigan 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; set of 6 filmstrips with teacher's guide --
--- $23.40; individual filmstrips - $4.20; production date, 
1950. Producer recommends for science, story-telling, 
reading, and reading-readiness. 
75. Film No. 1 - Rings, The Raccoon _.:_ 26 Frames 
Written and Illustrated by Jean George 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip shows the raccoon and her family. It 
develops such concepts as the raccoon's winter sleep, the 
kind of home the raccoon chooses, the coming of the new 
babies and how they look; and the care of the baby raccoons. 
It also shows the search for food and its preparation for 
eating, as well as the mother's continuous alertness for 
the safety of her. family. 
Vocabulary: Of the 137 different words used in this filmstrip, the 15 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
brook 
damp 
daylight 
den 
groundhog 
hollow 
mate 
mussels 
raccoon 
safe 
76. Film No. 2 -- The Lazy Bear Cub -- 26 Frames 
Written and Illustrated by Jean George 
scampered 
skunk 
sniffed 
strange 
stretched 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of Mother Bear and 
her two cubs, Blackie and Soot. It helps develop an under-
standing of the bears' home, their appearance, the kinds of 
food they eat, and ID.B.ny of their habits. It also shows that a 
mother bear has trouble with her cub just as real mothers 
sometimes have trouble with their children. 
Vocabulary: Of the 119 different words used in this filmstrip, the 12 
isted at the top of the next page fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
bark 
cub 
den 
dug 
eager 
frisky 
grubs 
led 
stream 
trail 
yawned 
zig-zag 
77. Film No. 3 - Brush, The Red Squirrel -- 26 Frames 
Written and Illustrated by Jean George 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- -gFound 
Description: This filmstrip helps develop an understanding of 
squirrels; the way they look and their special habits of 
climbing and balancing with their tails. The element of 
adventure is added when Brush falls from a tree while 
teasing a brood of bab.y robins. 
Vocabulary: Of the 111 different words used in this filmstrip, the 18 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
balance 
became 
beech 
beechnuts 
den 
dizzy 
flip 
frightened 
gather 
mischievous 
nipped 
prickly 
screamed 
spines 
suddenly 
teased 
tumbled 
woosh 
78. Film No. 4 -- Mrs. Cackles Becomes ~ Good Citizen -- 27 Frames 
Written and Illustrated by Margaret Bradfield 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a true story of Johnny 
caring for his pet hen. It shows how the hen looks, what 
food it eats, and its special habits. At first the hen is 
bossy but when it joins others in a winter home, it is 
cured of this habit and becomes a good member of the group. 
Vocabulary: Of the 147 different words used in this filmstrip, the 1.5 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
beak 
becomes 
became 
cackle 
citizen 
cut-cut-cut-cu-tah-cut 
gently 
grown 
mash 
oyster 
paid 
pet 
sight 
spend 
usual 
79. Film No. S -- ~' The Rabbit - 27 l:i'rames 
Written and Illustrated by Margaret Bradfield 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment o£ back-
- ground 
Description: The true story of Ann's Easter rabbit is illustrated 
in this filmstrip. Scenes show the rabbit's house, the 
food he eats, and how he becomes friendly with the family 
cat who later protects him from a large dog in the 
neighborhood. 
Vocabulary: Of the 141 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
lS listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
adventures hoppity spitting 
became nearby sprang 
claws nibble sudden 
fluffy pain tender 
frightened paw yelped 
80. Film No. 6 -- ~Adventures Of Pete And His Dog -- 27 Frames 
Written and Illustrated by Margaret Bradfield 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a true story of Pete and the 
. dog his £ather brings him for a present. Terry, the dog, 
is always getting into trouble and is not appreciated qy 
Pete's mother. However, the dog becomes a hero when Pete 
falls in the river and he saves him from drowning. 
Vocabulary: Of the 136 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
12 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
adventures 
ashore 
barked 
breathe 
hide-and-seek 
leaned 
punished 
shook 
voice 
wagged 
wonderful 
woof 
Comment: This series is written and illustrated in such a way as to 
have high interest appeal £or little children. In 
addition to showing various aspects of animal life, the 
filmstrips show good home and family relationships. 
74 
Story-Time Picture Tales 
Set No. 1 
Producer: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New 
York 
Stories Adapted qy Florence Mathew Tchaika 
Data on Filmstri~: Color; series of 15 filmstrips with teacher's manual 
-- - r9.25; (library series price) individual filmstrips -
$ ).95; production date, 1946. Producer recommends to aid 
in developing habits of close observation and learning 
from pictures as well as to motivate discussion and ex-
planation of many facts and concepts. 
81. Lazy Jack -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates .a fanciful tale of a boy 
whose mother is cross with him because he does no work. 
Finally he goes to work for a farmer and then it seems 
that everything he does is wrong until he makes the 
farmer's quiet daughter laugh. This pleases the farmer so 
much that he bestows his best field on Jack who becomes 
rich overnight. Concepts developed through use of the 
filmstrip are those of farm life and farm activities. 
Vocabulary: Of the 136 different words used in this filmstrip, the 7 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
became 
brayed 
brook 
daughter 
82. The Three Billy Goats Gruff -- 26 Frames 
ham 
proud 
ruined 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustration of the familiar tale 
of the three goats who want to cross the bridge to greener 
pastures. Scenes show how they fool the big bad troll who 
lives under the bridge. In addition to being a good fairy 
story, it illustrates how goats look, what they eat, where 
they live, and how they can make use of their horns. 
Vocabulary: Of the 94 different words used in this filmstrip, the 7 
listed at the top of the next page fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
75 
butted 
floated 
8). Change About - 26 Frames 
lowered 
roared 
rushed 
shouted 
trip-trap 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This is an illustration of the well-known tale of the 
husband and wife who change jobs to settle an argument as 
to which works the harder. Besides being a fun story, it 
shows family life and the importance of each member's con-
tribution. 
Vocabulary: Of the 148 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
2 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
agreed 
dangling 
leaned 
led 
quarreled 
scrub 
84. The Pied Piper -- 26 Frames 
scythe 
shouted 
strapped 
suddenly 
suds 
wife 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This illustration of the well-kno\v.n fairy tale sho1vs 
the importance of keeping a promise once it is made. 
Vocabulary: Of the 175 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
18 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
frightened 
gathered 
greedy 
joy 
leaping 
mayor 
85. Cinderella -- 26 Frames 
overrun 
plan 
queer 
rid 
shouting 
strange 
stranger 
suddenly 
swarmed 
toward 
trouble 
tune 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
--- ground 
Description: This filmstrip shows the value of family cooperation 
and unity as it depicts scenes from the famous fairy tale 
where the stepsisters lose out because of their selfishness 
and meanness. 
Vocabulary: Of the 165 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
ll listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
became 
coach 
coachman 
godmother 
prince 
princess 
86. The Gingerbread Boy -- 26 Frames 
stepsister 
suddenly 
wand 
weeping 
wife 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the well-known version of 
the old tale of the gingerbread boy where the fox fools 
him and is able to eat him up. It stresses the slyness 
of the fox. The fox is shown as having bright red fur 
which is somewhat misleading. 
Vocabular,y: Of the 114 different words used in this filmstrip, the 5 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
cub further safe snap son 
87. ~ Ugly Duckling -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the familiar tale of the 
same name. It provides an acquaintance with ducks --
both domestic and wild -- chickens, a rooster, a hen, a 
cat, and of course, the swans. In each case the appearance 
and habits are clarified. 
Vocabulary: Of the 180 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
24 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
dived hatch raised swans 
.ducklings hid sad toward 
flapped lonely stroked ugly 
frightened perhaps strutted upset 
gently purr suddenly wife 
happiness queer swam woodsmen 
88. Mr. Vinegar -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a fanciful tale of a man 
Whose luck brings him a fortune in gold, but whose foolish 
trading leaves him penniless. It stresses the value of 
property. 
Vocabular.y: Of the 187 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
17 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this stuczy-. 
among 
awakened 
bagpipes 
below 
89. Peter Rabbit -- 26 Frames 
crash 
fortune 
frightened 
led 
robbers 
seek 
silly 
suddenly 
tossing 
vinegar 
voices 
weeping 
wife 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This illustration of the well-known fairy tale has 
many frames which show gardening activities as well as 
garden products. It also helps to stress the importance 
of obedience. 
Vocabular~: Of the 189 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
24 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this stuey. 
among frame kerchoo squealed 
beyond free lippity suddenly 
cackled frightened net swish 
camomile given parsley thief 
cucumber gooseberry scr-r-ritch toward 
currant jacket sieve wriggled 
90. The Animal Musicians - 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the old tale of all the 
animals who join forces in seeking their fortune since 
they are unwanted by their owners. They tr.y their hand at 
organizing a banG and while their success as musicians is 
doubtful, they serve a fine purpose as watchmen by scaring 
aw~ a group of robbers. 
Vocabulary: Of the 140 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
9 listed at the top of the next page fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
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awoke 
become 
bow-wow 
claws 
cock 
91. Thumbelina -- 26 Frames 
crept 
frightened 
hee-haw 
hobgoblin 
master 
mew 
musicians 
nearby 
plenty 
p-s-s-t 
robbers 
spit 
suddenly 
tip-toed 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the many adventures in the 
airy tale of Thumbelina, the tiJV girl found in the 
center of a rose. At the same time many of the scenes show 
aspects of animal life -- of the frog, mole, field-mouse, 
etc. 
Vocabulary: Of the 232 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
20 listed below fail to satisfy the s tandard set up for 
this study. 
awoke feelers nearby stream 
barley free nibbled suddenly 
crown happens onto swallow 
dew marry petals swam 
during mole sad toad 
92. Rumplestiltskin -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustration of the age-old tale 
of the man who boasts that his daughter can spin straw 
into gold and the trouble that follows. It shows the 
difficulties that both boastfulness and greed can cause. 
Vocabulary: Of the 178 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
16 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
become 
brew 
daughter 
greedy 
hobgoblin 
lonely 
married 
necklace 
93. Puss In Boots -- 26 Frames 
odd 
palace 
promised 
rage 
spun 
stream 
suddenly 
whir-r 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the fantastic tale of the 
amous cat who schemes to bring riches to his penniless 
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master. It serves as a fine example to show the difference 
between truth and fiction. 
Vocabulary: Of the 190 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
20 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
coach hid ogre roared 
drove ho palace sad 
earn lord partridges shouted 
fortune marry plan stolen 
frightened master princess wink 
94. Jack And The Beanstalk - 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the well-known tale of the 
same name. It serves to emphasize the foolishness of greed. 
It also helps to point out the difference between truth and 
fiction. 
Vocabulary: Of the 191 different words used in this filmstrip, the 22 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
awoke harp roared spent 
beans talk hid shook strange 
crash idle silly suddenly 
crept laid snatched toward 
cruel master son widow 
fear wife 
95. The Fishennan' s Wife - 25 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a fantastic tale where a 
isherman meets a talking fish. The fish grants all the 
wishes of the fishennan 1 s wife until she calls to reign over 
the sun and the moon. This demand is too great for the fish 
and he returns the fisherman and his wife to the humble hut 
where the story began. It is another example of the 
foolishness of greed and another clarification of the 
difference between truth and fiction. 
Vocabulary: Of the 146 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
16 listed at the top of the next page fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
- :r--
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alas 
become 
boon 
dashed 
fisherman 
free 
frightened 
hut 
lord 
meekly 
net 
prince 
roared 
thee 
thunder 
wife 
81 
American Folk Tales 
Set No. 2, Librar,y No. l 
Producer: Curriculum Films, Inc., 41-17 Crescent Street, Long Island 
City 1, New York 
Distributor: Jam Hanqy Organization, 2821 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 
11, Michigan 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; set of 10 filmstrips with teacher's manual --
-- -- $19.50 (librar,y series price); individual filmstrips --
$ 3.95; production date, 1946. Producer recommends to aid 
in developing habits of close observation and learning 
from pictures, and to introduce the pupils to American 
folklore. 
96. (16.) The Knee-High ~ -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a southern folk tale which 
tells of a tiny man who is always wishing to be tall like 
other men. The wise old owl finally convinces him that he 
can be happy as he is. The story emphasizes the futility 
of trying to be something beyond one's power. 
Vocabulary: Of the 150 different words used in this filmstrip, the 9 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
able 
bellow 
brain 
bull 
burst 
knee-high 
97. (17.) Mule Humans - 26 Frames 
sudden 
throat 
wise 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustration of a mountain tale 
about Halloween. It shows a man and his wife_ who have 
forgotten about the spell that comes over those who quarrel 
on the witches' day and soon they find themselves turned 
into semi-mules. They have to call on a wise old man to 
help them out of their trouble. The story emphasizes the 
importance of kind words. 
Vocabulary: Of the 205 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
22 listed at the top of the next page fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this stuqy. 
2 
98. 
ashamed 
blame 
bray 
clumsy 
frightened 
happened 
hee-haw 
hid 
midnight 
peeked 
quarrel 
queer 
rid 
shouted 
sobs 
suddenly 
trotted 
unhappy 
unkind 
whack 
wife 
yell 
Comment: The illustrations in this filmstrip have a cartoon style. 
(18.) 
This fact, together with the vocabulary burden, makes it 
have less value for reading-readiness purposes than others 
in the series. 
The Wild "\Vhi te Horse -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a fanciful tale that comes 
out of the covered wagon days in the southwest. In it a 
beautiful white horse cares for a little girl when she 
strays from her parents and then he sees that she gets 
safely back to them. The pictures help to develop an 
understanding of horses -- their appearance, and some of 
their habits. 
Vocabulary: Of the 191 different words used in this filmstrip, the 12 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
awoke 
brook 
cattle 
drove 
gently 
hoofs 
onto 
roams 
strange 
suddenly 
trotted 
whinny 
99. (19.) Pecos Bill Becomes! Cowboy-- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Scenes in this filmstrip story of covered wagon days 
show a small boy who wanders away from his parents and is 
reared for some time by the coyotes. All the animals are 
his friends except the wowser and the rattlesnake. Later, 
the boy's cowboy brother finds him, returns him to his 
home and teaches him to be a cowboy like himself. 
Eventually Pecos Bill is able to punish his enemies, the 
wowser and the rattlesnake. 
Vocabulary: Of the 202 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
13 listed at the top of the next page fail to satisfy the 
standard set up for this study. 
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bayed 
became 
cattle 
coyote 
flash 
hoofs 
--=== 
leap 
nearly 
rattlesnake 
roper 
sprang 
suddenly 
wowser 
Comment: The wowser is pictured in this filmstrip as a mountain 
lion. The meaning is not clear, however, since the 
writer is unable to find the term in any reference source. 
(20.) The Theft Of Fire - 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustration of an Indian tale 
from the plains. It shows Thunder as the thief who robs 
the animals of Fire on which they depend so much to warm 
themselves and cook their food. As the animals plan t o-
gether and succeed in getting Fire back, the pictures show 
many of their characteristics: e.g., the stealthiness of 
the mouse, the speed of the deer, and the stinging scent 
of the skunk. 
Vocabulary: Of the 191 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
7 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
awoke 
coyote 
crept 
daughters 
fallen 
held 
howled 
lizard 
pain 
plan 
rule 
since 
skunk 
thunder 
tripped 
unhappy 
wounded 
101. (21.) Shingebiss -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustration of an Indian tale 
l'rom the northern woods which shows the importance of pro-
tection from the cold winter wind. Shingebiss is a wild 
duck who manages to find food and keep warm no matter how 
hard the wind roars at him. 
Vocabularr Of the 181 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
7 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
blazing 
breath 
crept 
dares 
dived 
drifts 
free 
frighten 
ho 
reeds 
roared 
shores 
snug 
swept 
tepee 
waddled 
woooo-woo 
--~---=--~=-..:::::;-==---
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102. (22.) Stormalong -- 25 Frames 
103. 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustration of a tale from New 
England sailing lore. It develops understandings of the 
sea and ships. It also presents contrasts in size since 
Stormalong is a giant and much bigger than all things 
around him. 
Vocabulary: Of the 230 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
24 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study~ 
anchor crops foam shook 
arose deck furl strange 
ashore dive gathered stretch 
became drove mate suddenly 
become far-off octopus swam 
crew fierce port whee 
Comment: This filmstrip has high appeal because of its adventure 
content, but its high vocabulary load together with its 
introduction of numerous new concepts, make its value 
doubtful for reading-readiness programs. 
(23.) The Gift Of St. Nicholas -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
-ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates a Christmas tale that comes 
out of colonial times when the Dutch settled in New 
Amsterdam. It emphasizes basic truths such as the fact 
that hard work and kindness bear better fruit than unkind-
ness and tyranny. 
Vocabulary: Of the 251 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
26 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
awakened fright mend stared 
became ·gay plan starving 
blazing gust ruin suddenly 
br-rr hobnails sad unseen 
cider jug shouted whisked 
cobbler mayor snapped wicked 
fondly wife 
Comment: This is a fine story for the Christmas season but its 
vocabulary load plus the number of concepts presented make 
its value doubtful at the reading-readiness level. 
-- -- --='-====-=~~=-~·-=· =-'-'-· "--'='-=---' 
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104. (24.) The Rabbit Who Wanted Red Wings -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip is an illustration of a southern folk 
tale which points out the difficulties that follow when 
someone gets whatever he wishes for. In this case little 
rabbit is always wishing to be someone else. He finally 
succeeds in getting his wish to have wings like the little 
red bird. Then he finds that not even his mother 
recognizes him. Finally Mr. Ground Hog is able to get him 
out of his trouble. 
Vocabulary: Of the 175 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
8 listed below fail to satis£.1 the standard set up for this 
study. 
bushy 
flapped 
lippity-lippity prickly 
mammy queer 
105. (25.) Br' er Rabbit And ~ Tar Baby 26 Frames 
suddenly 
sundown 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This i~ an illustration of a southern folk tale in 
which is seen the animal cunning of traditional animals --
the fox and the rabbit. 
Vocabulary: Of the 161 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
Io listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
became 
briar 
gay 
lippity 
lump . 
shouted 
since 
tar 
tar-baby 
toward 
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Work And Play With Janet 
Producer: Curriculum Films, Inc., 41-17 Crescent Street, Long Island 
City 1, New York, in cooperation with Dorothy and Orville 
Goldner 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; production date, 1947; series of six filmstrips 
-- - WJ.th teacher's manual -- $11 • .58 (library series price); 
individual filmstrips -- $ 3. 9.5. Producer reco:mmends to 
illustrate various aspects of life in the Home and 
Community. 
106. Janet's Birthday Cart -- 24 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Farm life and farm activities are well illustrated in 
this filmstrip which shows Janet having fun with the farm 
animals and watching the haying. The highlight of interest 
is the goat cart which grandfather makes and mother 
decorates as a birthday gift for Janet. 
Vocabulary: Of the 87 different words used in this filmstrip, the 2 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
drove led 
107. Janet's Ducks and Geese -- 2.5 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip shows Janet caring for the ducks and 
geese at her country home. Points of emphasis are: 
appearance, including their webbed feet and how they look 
when little and when full grown; the kinds of food they 
eat; their particular habits; and the speed with which 
they grow to full size. 
Vocabulary: Of the 86 different words used in this filmstrip, the 3 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
gosling hatched webbed 
87 
108. Janet Helps Mother -- 24 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: The meaning of cooperation i s stressed in this film-
strip which illustrates the story of Janet helping her 
mother so that mother, in turn, will have time to play 
with her. As the story develops, a variety of household 
tasks are shown; e.g., dish washing, dusting, bedmaking, 
ironing, etc. 
Vocabulary: Of the 101 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
hankies 
living-room 
109. Fun On A Picnic -- 25 Frames 
order swept 
weave 
Areas of Use: Development of language skill s; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of two little 
g~rls who go on a picnic with their mother. It shows both 
the preparation for the experience and the fun they have 
while there. 
Vocabulary: Of the 87 different words used in this filmstrip, the 2 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
rowboat shore 
110. Janet Visits ! Dairy Farm - 27 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip opens by showing the train which takes 
Janet from her city home to her uncle's dairy farm in the 
country. During Janet's visit she sees: how cows look, 
what food they eat, and how they are milked. Farm life is 
shown as it is related to the production of food for the 
cows and care of the cows. 
Vocabulary: Of the lll different words used in this filmstrip, the 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
brook 
b-z-z-ed 
dairy 
mow 
petted 
udders 
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ill. Making Gingerbread Boys -- 25 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip illustrates the story of Janet and 
Peggy having fun with the experience of making gingerbread 
boys. It shows the getting ready which includes putting on 
aprons and washing hands; the careful measuring and mixing; 
the rolling and cutting; the baking; the cleanup; and the 
joy that comes with the finished product. 
Vocabulary: Of the 97 different words used in this filmstrip, the 7 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
molasses 
recipe 
refrigerator 
shortening 
sifted 
spices 
yum, yum 
89 
City Adventures 
Producer: Focus Features 
Distributor: Curriculum Films, Inc., 41-17 Crescent Street, Long Island 
City 1, New York 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; set of 5 filmstrips with teacher's manual --
--- $9.75 (library series price); individual filmstrips --
$3.95; production date, 1949. Producer recommends to 
motivate discussion and interest in reading. 
112. The Lake In The Park -- 25 Frames 
-- --- -- -- --
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip uses colored photographs to illustrate 
some of the functions of a city park. It shows how people 
use the park for rowing, fishing, and sailing toy sail-
boats. It helps strengthen understandings of the com-
munity. 
Vocabulary: Of the 68 different words used in the filmstrip, the 2 
Iisted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
net rowboats 
113. Bill's Scooter -- 25 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Colored photographs are used to illustrate the story 
of how Bill's friends help him build a scooter out of an 
old skat~ and a grocery box. Points of emphasis are: home-
made toys, willingness to help one another, courtesy, and 
helpfulness toward parents. 
Vocabulary: Of the 99 different words used in this filmstrip, the 3 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
footboard grocer safe 
114. Visiting Grandma -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
90 
Description: Colored photographs illustrate this story of three 
children who visit Grandma 1 s farm. The filmstrip has a 
double emphasis: helpfulness in the household visited, and 
contrast of city life with the small farm on which Grandma 
lives and raises much of her own food. 
Vocabulary: Of the 107 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
3 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
extra gourds wishbone 
Comments: This series includes two other filmstrips which were not 
available to the writer at the time of this stuqy, namely: 
Vacation In The City, and On The Road To The Country. 
Fun For Children 
Elementary Librar.y No. 7, Set No. 6 
Producer: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New 
York 
Data on Filmstrip: Color; set of 4 filmstrips with teacher's manual 
-- -- $ '(.85 (library series price); individual filmstrips -
$3.95; production date, 1950. Producer states that these 
filmstrips are high in visual interest and can be used in 
reading-readiness programs. 
115. (53.) The Circus Gets Ready-- 30 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip uses colored photographs to illustrate 
the stocy of a typical circus that comes to a small town. 
It shows these aspects of the circus: advance-notice 
posters, the arrival of the circus train, and how the 
circus tents are made ready with men, elephants, ponies 
and horses all doing their share of the work. 
Vocabulary: Of the 114 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
exercise 
free 
posters 
stakes 
116. (54.) The Big Show At The Circus- 30 Frames 
unload 
unroll 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip gives the background to putting on the 
Big Show in its col ored photographs. Emphas is is l ess on 
acts and tri cks and more on performers; the fact that 
they come from all over the world, and that each is re-
sponsible for contributing his best to the total show. 
Vocabulary: Of the 99 different words used in this filmstrip, the 5 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
floss 
jugglers 
performers 
posters 
souvenirs 
117. (55.) The Children's Zoo-- 26 Frames 
118. 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: The colored photographs in this filmstrip show scenes 
from a real zoo set up just for children. Shown are: the 
crow, Bugs Bunny, the duck, goat and kid, sheep and lamb, 
llama, piglets, skunk, and mice. Children have the oppor-
tunity to see others like themselves feeding and playing 
with the animals. 
Vocabulary: Of the 78 different words used in the filmstrip, the 6 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
ark llama piglets 
flapped medal skunk 
(56.) The Fun Park -- 25 Frames 
------
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
-ground 
Description: This filmstrip uses colored photographs to illustrate 
tEe story of a visit to a typical amusement park by two 
children. They ride on trains and the merry-go-round and 
enjoy the big slides and fun house. 
Vocabulary: Of the 71 different words used in this filmstrip, only 
the l word listed below fails to satisfy the standard set 
up for this study. 
mirror 
3 
Stories About Pets 
Set No. 63 Elementary Librar,y No. 11 
Producer: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New 
York 
Photographed by Bill Gottli eb 
Data on Filmstritl Color; set of 6 filmstrips with teacher's manual --
-- - $ • 70 (librar,y series price); individual filmstrips -
119. (493.) 
$ 3.95; production date, 1951. Producer recommends for use 
in prereading programs, vocabulary enrichment, and 
discussions of familiar experiences. 
Mama Cat•s Babies -- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip stor,y shows how Mama Cat raises her 
three kittens, looks after them in the box, and feeds and 
washes them until they are big enough to take care of them-
selves. The children in the story wait patiently until the 
kittens are old enough to be pl ayed with. Points of 
emphasis are: pets must be cared for, and a child1 s re-
sponsibility toward a pet is much like that of a parent. 
Vocabulary: Of the 130 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
0 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
cuddly 
favorite 
firmly 
gently 
practiced 
proud 
smart 
special 
taught 
yourselves 
120. (494.) The Curious Kitten-- 26 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: Illustrated in this filmstrip is the story of Tiger, 
tfie curious kitten who forgets to obe,y his mother's warning 
about staying in his box home. Frames show the kitten's 
explorations, the mischief he gets into, and his joy at 
getting back to Mama Cat again. The filmstrip strengthens 
the meaning of obedience. 
Vocabulary: Of the 130 different words used in the filmstrip, the 16 
isted at the top of the next page fail to satisf.y the 
standard set up for this study. 
awoke 
clumsy 
curious 
excited 
exploring 
frighten 
happening 
joy 
mischief 
pawed 
peeked 
scampered 
scolded 
silly 
tangled 
untangle 
121. (49.5.) Vlhitey' s Big Day - - 26 Frames 
122. 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip stor,r is of a little kitten's first ad-
venture outdoors. His visit to the park seems to ¥fuitey a 
trip into the wide world. The pictures do much to stress 
contrast in size -- the smallness of the kitten, the vast-
ness of the park and its great distance from home, the big-
nes·s of the steps -- all these as they appear to the kitten. 
Vocabulacy: Of the 133 different words used in this filmstrip, the .5 
isted below fail to satisfy the standard set up for this 
study. 
(496.) 
adventure 
favorite 
hide-and-seek 
The Lost Hamster -- 26 Frames 
indoors 
safely 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip introduces Tiny, the hamster (of the 
rodent family). It shows that the hamster eats grain, 
drinks water, and likes to hide in dark places. The story 
emphasizes the appearance and habits of the novel pet and 
Bob's responsibility for his care. 
Vocabulary: Of the 134 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
ll listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
among 
anywhere 
bookcase 
cartons 
dashed 
hamster 
mixture 
pet 
sofa 
suddenly 
suitcases 
123. (497.) Andy's Raccoon-- 2.5 Frames 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip story shows the peculiar habits of 
raccoons: climbing trees, prowling at night, sleeping during 
the day, and careful washing of food before eating it. 
Otherwise the raccoon is shown to be like many other pets; 
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he takes walks on a leash; he learns tricks, and he is good 
company for his master, Andy. 
Vocabulary: Of the 127 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
9 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. 
balances 
curiously 
daintily 
during 
fond 
hugs 
paw 
peers 
pets 
prowls 
124. (498.) Too Many Pets - 27 Frames 
raccoon 
scrubs 
slap 
special 
taught 
thoroughly 
wanders 
whatever 
wonderful 
Areas of Use: Development of language skills; enrichment of back-
- ground 
Description: This filmstrip shows how three children work out the 
problem of too many pets in the house. It shows a child's 
responsibility to his parents and to his pets in facing 
this problem. In this case the difficulty is settled when 
the three little kittens are given to children next door. 
Their former owners are happy because they can visit them 
often, and mother is happy to have fewer pets in the house. 
Vocabulary: Of the 134 different words used in this filmstrip, the 
4 listed below fail to satisfy the standard set up for 
this study. · 
favorite 
goldfish 
hamster 
lonesome 
lose 
· member 
mewed 
mischief 
pets 
problem 
settled 
sorts 
trouble 
upset 
Comments: These filmstrip stories are written from the child's 
point of view so that he will be able to feel himself a 
part of the experiences. They have high visual appeal be-
cause of the superior photography which has depth of color, 
excellent definition of details, and careful composition 
which puts across a vivid story. 
--~-
-- -=-- -=-~-=== 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 
Summary Charts for the ~ Hundred Twenty-Four Filmstrips 
All the items of the evaluation sheet, plus additional information 
concerning the filmstrips, have been tabulated in the summary charts of 
this chapter. Black is used throughout to signify satisfactory provisions, 
while red indicates those provisions or characteristics which are unsatis-
factory. 
Columns l - 14 summarize the items of the evaluation sheet, the first 
8 representing the educational characteristics of the filmstrip, while 
numbers 9 - 14 represent the physical characteristics. The remaining 
columns give other data pertaining to the filmstrip. The film number . 
entry at the left of the table refers to the number of the filmstrip as it 
appears in Chapter v. 
In the columns under items 1 - 6, numbers should be interpreted as 
follows: 2 means provision is made extensively; 1 means provision is made 
to some extent; 0 means provision is missing entire~. 
The letters ~,E_,.:,,~ at the top of column l refer to the lettered sub-
headings under Teaching Visual Discrimination. These are: visual discrimin- '' 
ation of a) objects, b) geometric forms, c) colors, and d) word forms. 
The letters ~'~'.:. at the top of column 2 refer to the lettered sub-
headings under Teaching Auditory Discrimination. These are: auditory dis-
crimination of a) beginning sounds, b) ending sounds, c) rhyming words. 
The letters ~,E_,.:, at the top of column 3 refer to the lettered sub-
headings under Teaching Language Skills, namely: a) vocabulary growth, b) 
ability to use sentences, 3) ability to develop a story sequence. 
The letters ~,£,~at the top of column 4 refer to the lettered sub-
headings under Enriching Background. These are: a) association of words 
and objects, b) clarification of concepts common to the pre-school child, 
c) development of new concepts. 
Column 5 indicates whether the filmstrip makes provision for 
Kinesthetic Training, while column 6 shows whether the filmstrip gives 
Training ~Following Directions. 
Item 7 lists in 2 columns: 1) the number of different words used in 
the filmstrip, and 2) the words which the writer considers unsatisfactor,r 
in that they do not appear in the Vocabulary Check List prepared for this 
study. (See Appendix.) This list was taken from the work of Buckingham 
1/ 
and Dolch,- and contains the 1726 different words found most frequently in 
the spoken vocabulary of pre-school and first grade children. 
Item 8 indicates the chief concept of the filmstrip. These abbrevia-
tions are used in the column under this item. 
AnL Animal Life 
Art Art 
ChA Children's Activities 
Cir Circus 
Com Community 
FL Farm Life 
FO Familiar Objects 
H&F Home and Family 
MB Make Believe 
NS Nature Study 
Occ Occupations 
Tr Transportation 
The accuracy of the concepts presented in the filmstrip is indicated 
in column 9. The use of the letter a shows that few inaccuracies occur in 
the filmstrip, while the use of the letter b means that some inaccuracies 
1/ Buckingham, B. R. and E. w. Dolch, A Combined Word List (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936), 185 PP• ----
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occur. The subheading, many inaccuracies, was also used on the evaluation 
sheet, but since none of the filmstrips studied fall in this categor.y, it 
was not found necessary to indicate it in the summary chart. 
Column 10 indicates the acceptability of the teaching methods used in 
the filmstrips. The letter ~ is used to show that the teaching methods of 
the filmstrip follow current trends in pre-reading programs. No filmstrip 
studied is considered by the writer to use outmoded teaching methods. 
Item 11 uses three columns to indicate specific qualities in the 
photography of the filmstrip: namely, composition, definition, and visual 
appeal. The letters g, ~, and P indicate whether these qualities are 
Good, Fair, or Poor. 
Column 12 uses the letter ~ to indicate that too many ideas are pre-
sented per filmstrip frame for the maturation level of children in pre-
reading groups. The letter b indicates that the number of ideas presented 
is satisfactory. 
Column 13 uses the letter ~ to show that the filmstrip will hold the 
interest of children at the pre-reading level; the letter £ to show that 
the filmstrip is above the pre-reading level in interest. 
Column 14 uses the letter ~ throughout to indicate that all the film-
strips studied attempt to supplement rather than replace the teacher. 
Other Data Pertaining to the Filmstrips 
---- ---
In the columns under other data, all items are self-explanatory with 
the exception of the one which indicates the name of the producer of the 
filmstrip. In that column, the following abbreviations are used. 
CA Creative Arts 
CF Curriculum Films, Inc. 
EG Eye Gate House, Inc. 
FP Filmfax Productions 
JH Jam Hanqy Organization 
SVE Society for Visual Education, Inc. 
YA Young America Films, Inc. 
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Educational Characteristics of ~ Filmstrips ~ ~ Group 
Item l. 
What is the value of the filmstrip for teaching visual discrimination? 
a. of objects c. of colors 
b. of geometric forms d. of word forms 
The filmstrips studied have little value in this area. Of the 10 
which make provision for one or more sections of the item, 8 fail to meet 
the standards set for pnysical characteristics. These include: 1) accuracy 
of the concepts presented, 2) acceptability of the teaching methods, 3) 
quality of the photography, 4) number of ideas presented per frame in re-
lation to the maturation level of the pre-reading groups under considera-
tion, 5) interest for pre-reading groups, and 6) the question of whether 
the filmstrip attempts to supplement rather than replace the teacher. The 
criteria which the filmstrips making provision for visual discrimination 
fail to meet, are those of accuracy of concepts presented, visual appeal, 
and interest. The writer believes that these weaknesses render them use-
less in spite of their good educational qualities. The two filmstrips 
which can be used effectively for this purpose both teach visual discrimina-
tion of objects. They are: 
No. 6. 
No. 28. 
Line Drawings - Group III - Familiar Objects 
The Jolly Barnyard 
Item 2. 
What is the value of the filmstrip for teaching auditory discrimina-
tion? 
a. o:f beginning sounds c. of rnyming words 
b. of ending sounds 
Only 13 of the filmstrips studied make any provision in this area. 
Of these, No. 19, Reading Readiness Skills Development, fails to meet the 
standards for photography, number of ideas presented per frame, and in-
terest; No. 30, ~ Little Miners, is lacking in the interest factor; 
too 
No. 37, !!!! Color Kittens, has weaknesses in the accuracy of the concepts 
presented and in the definition of the pictures; No. 40, Katie the 
Kitten, has some inaccuracies in the concepts presented. The filmstrips 
which can be used for this purpose all teach auditor,y discrimination of 
rhyming words. Those which make extensive provision for this purpose are: 
No. 22. 
No. 28. 
No. 31. 
No. 42. 
No. 59. 
How Big 
The Jolly Bareyard 
Mr. Noah and His Family 
We Like To Do Things 
Mother Goose Rhymes 
Those which make this provision to some extent are: 
Item 2.· 
No. 23. 
No. 39· 
No. 92. 
No. 95. 
Our Puppy 
The Fuzzy Duckling 
Rumplestiltskin 
The Fisherman's Wife 
What is the value of the filmstrip for teaching language skills? 
a. vocabulary growth c. ability to develop a stor,y 
sequence b. ability to use sentences 
Most of the filmstrips studied can be used effectively in the 
teaching of language skills. Some of the outstanding ones are classified 
here according to the chief concepts which they convey. 
No. 3. 
No. 33. 
No. 34 •. 
No. 57. 
No. 75 - 80. 
No. 119 - 124. 
No. 12. 
No. 31. 
No. 42. 
No.ll8. 
Animal Life 
At the Zoo 
Little Yip-Yip 
Poky Little Puppy 
My Bunny 
Animal Stories 
Stories About Pets 
Children's Activities 
Play With Ned and Nancy 
Mr. Noah and His Family 
We Like To Do Things 
The Fun Park 
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Home and Family 
No. 27. Busy Ti.mmy 
No. 32. Baby's House 
No. 66. At Home With Ruth 
No. 73· Rose's Village Home 
No. 74. Joe's Home in New England 
No. 106. Janet•s Birthday Cart 
No. 109. Fun on a Picnic 
No. lll. Making Gingerbread Boys 
Make Believe 
No. 41. Seven Sneezes 
No. 49. Little Red Hen 
No. 86. The Gingerbread Boy 
No. 96. The Knee-High Man 
No. 104. The Rabbit That Wanted Red Wings 
No. 105. Br'er Rabbit and the Tar Baby 
Item _!±. 
What is the value of the filmstrip for enriching background? 
a. association of words and objects 
b. clarification of concepts common to the pre-~chool child 
c. development of new concepts · 
Most of the filmstrips studied can be used effectively as a means of 
enriching background. All those classified under Item ~ are equa~ 
valuable for this purpose. 
Item .2· 
What is the value of the filmstrip for kinesthetic training? 
No. 18, We Go To School, is the only filmstrip of those studied which 
uses the kinesthetic approach. The writer considers it only Fair in the 
photographic qualities of composition, definition, and visual appeal. 
Item 6. 
What is the value of the filmstrip for giving training in following 
directions? 
Of the filmstrips studied, these 5 make provision for training in 
following directions: No. 6, Line Drawings - Group II - Familiar Objects, 
No. 8, Find What• s Wrong, No. 9, Find What 1 s Different, No. 18, We Go To 
10.2 
School, and No. 19, Reading Readiness Skills Development. The writer be-
lieves that No. 6 is the only one in the group which can be used effective-
ly for the purpose. The others are lacking in good photographic qualities 
and will not hold the interest of pre-reading groups. 
Item 1. 
--
Is the vocabulary suited to a pre-reading group? 
This item has been summariz·ed in detail in the filmstrip descriptions 
in Chapter V. The words which fail to meet the standard set up for this 
study are furthe~ analyzed in the listing -- Frequency of Unsatisfactory 
. Words (See Appendix). A study of this list shows that many of the words 
fall into the following categories: words that have come into common usage 
since the research which provided the word list for this study, e.g., air-
port, mommy, streamliner, and television; rhythmic words which have no 
dictionary basis, but which express a specific idea, e.g., lippity, 
lippity to describe the hopping of a rabbit; and words which are 
characteristic sounds of an:imals or things, e.g., bow-wow, and whish. It 
should also be noted that the list includes many "picture words 11 which may 
well be clarified in the illustrations of the filmstrip. No attempt was 
made to evaluate the vocabulary used on that basis. 
Item 8. 
What concepts are clarified or developed? 
It was found that the filmstrips studied can be classified, according 
to chief concepts stressed, under these headings: 
Animal Life 
Children's Activities 
Circus 
Familiar Objects 
Farm Life 
Home and Family 
Make Believe 
Others 
No. Filmstrips in Study 
43 
11 
4 
6 
4 
18 
33 
5 
:1.() 
Physical Characteristics of the Filmstrips ~ ~ Group 
~ 2· 
How accurate are the concepts presented? 
a. Few Inaccuracies b. Some Inaccuracies c. Many Inaccuracies 
A few inaccuracies occur in 8 of the filmstrips studied. When con-
sidered significant, these have been mentioned in the individual film-
strip descriptions in Chapter V. 
' Item 10. 
--
How acceptable are the teaching methods of the filmstrip? 
a. Follow current trends in pre-reading programs 
b. Use outmoded methods 
All of the filmstrips studied satisfy this criteria. 
Item 11. 
What is the quality of the photography? 
Good Fair Poor 
Composition 
Definition 
Visual Appeal 
Most of the filmstrips studied satisfy the photography standards 
which were set up for the work. Of those which were checked as less 
desirable, 6 rated Fair in composition, 12 rated Fair in definition, 8 
rated Fair in visual appeal, and 9 rated Poor in visual appeal. A few of 
the filmstrips have such outstanding illustrations or photographs as to 
have rated Excellent had this term been used on the rating scale. These 
have been noted in the connnents under the individual filmstrips in 
Chapter V. 
Item 12. 
Were too many ideas presented per frame? 
Only 5 filmstrips were found to present too many ideas per frame. 
Item 13. 
Will the filmstrip hold the interest of a pre-reading group? 
Of the filmstrips studied, it was found that 14 are above the 
interest level of a pre-reading group. 
Item 14. 
----
Does the filmstrip attempt to supplement rather than replace the 
teacher? 
All the filmstrips studied satisfY this criteria. 
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44. 0000 000 221 221 0 
45. 0000 000 221 221 0 
46. 0000 000 221 111 0 
47. 0000 000 221 111 0 
48. 0000 000 222 221 0 
49. 0000 000 222 222 0 
0 90 2 MB a a 
0 170 11 MB a a 
0 105 3 MB b a 
0 161 6 MB a a 
0 122 2 MB a a 
0 133 4 MB a a 
G G G b a a Col YA 1947 35 Yes 6.00 
G G G b a a Col YA 1947 40 Yes 6.oo 
G G G b a a Col YA 1947 34 Yes 6.00 
G G G b a a Col YA 1947 51 Yes 6.00 
G G G b a a Col YA 1947 45 Yes 6.00 ' 
G G G b a a Col YA 1947 47 Yes 6.00 
so. 0000 000 220 221 0 
51. 0000 000 220 221 0 
52. 0000 000 220 222 0 
53. 0000 000 220 221 0 
54. 0000 000 220 221 0 
55. 0000 000 220 222 0 
56. 0000 000 220 220 0 
0 104 6 AnL a 
0 65 3 AnL a 
0 93 5 AnL a 
0 88 6 AnL a 
0 103 11 AnL a 
0 116 12 AnL a 
0 74 4 AnL a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 25 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 21 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 21 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 23 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 25 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 27 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 19 Yes 4.00 
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FILM 
NO. abed abc abc abc 
57. 0000 000 221 221 0 
58. 0000 000 220 221 0 
59. 0000 002 220 221 0 
60. 0000 000 111 112 0 
61. 0000 000 222 221 0 
62. 0000 000 221 211 0 
63. 0000 000 221 211 0 
64. 0000 000 221 211 0 
65. 0000 000 221 212 0 
66. 0000 000 220 222 0 
67. 0000 000 220 221 0 
68. 0000 000 120 220 0 
69. 0000 000 120 221 0 
70. 0000 000 120 121 0 
71. 0000 000 120 121 0 
72. 0000 000 110 111 0 
13. 0000 000 220 221 0 
74. 0000 000 220 221 0 
0 103 4 AnLI a 
0 78 6 AnL a 
0 168 16 MB 
0 122 9 MB 
0 153 20 MB 
0 116 8 MB 
0 72 3 MB 
0 107 4 MB 
0 13 2 MB 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
0 79 6 H&F a 
0 105 3 H&F a 
0 88 4 H&F b 
0 92 7 H&F b 
0 91 3 H&F a 
0 84 2 H&F b 
0 91 9 H&F a 
0 82 5 H&F a 
0 93 1 H&F a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
G G G b a I a Col EG 1950 26 Yes $4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 24 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1951 24 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1951 23 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1951 25 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col FP 1948 19 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col FP 1948 19 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col FP 1948 23 Yes 4.00 
.G G G b a a Col FP 1948 19 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 19$0 20 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 25 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 24 Yes 4.00 J 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 25 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 23 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 23 Yes 4.00 
G G G b b a Col EG 1950 24 Yes 4.00 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 23 Yes 4.oo ~ 
G G G b a a Col EG 1950 25 Yes 4.00 
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NO. abed abc abc abc 
75. 0000 000 221 212 0 
76. 0000 000 222 212 0 
11· 0000 000 221 222 0 
78. 0000 000 222 212 0 
79. 0000 000 221 221 0 
80. 0000 000 221 222 0 
81. 0000 000 221 212 0 
82. 0000 000 221 212 0 
83. 0000 000 221 212 0 
84. 0000 000 221 111 0 
85. 0000 000 221 212 0 
86. 0000 000 221 222 0 
87. 0000 000 221 222 0 
88. 0000 000 221 212 0 
89. 0000 000 221 222 0 
90. 0000 000 221 221 0 
91. 0000 000 221 212 0 
92. 0000 001 221 212 0 
93. 0000 000 221 212 0 
94. 0000 000 221 221 0 
95. 0000 001 221 212 0 
0 137 15 AnL a 
0 119 12 AnL a 
0 111 18 AnL a 
0 147 15 AnL a 
0 141 15 AnL a 
0 136 12 AnL a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
0 136 7 H&F a a 
0 94 7 AnL a a 
0 148 12 H&F a a 
0 175 18 MB a a 
0 165 11 MB a a 
0 114 5 MB b a 
0 180 24 AnL a a 
0 187 17 MB a a 
0 189 24 AnL a a 
0 140 19 AnL a a 
0 232 20 MB a a 
0 178 16 MB a a 
0 190 20 MB a a 
0 191 22 MB a a 
0 146 16 MB a a 
G G G b a a Col JH 19.56-26 Yes $4~20 · 
G G G b a a Col JH 1950 26 Yes 4.20 
G G G b a a Col JH 1950 26 Yes 4.20 
G G G b a a Col JH 1950 27 Yes 4.20 
G G G b a a Col JH 1950 27 Yes 4.20 
G G G b a a Col JH 1950 27 Yes 4.20 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G F b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G F b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 1 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G F b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3~95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 25 Yes 3.95 
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FILM 
NO. abed abc abc abc 
96. 0000 000 221 222 0 
97. 0000 000 221 111 0 
98. 0000 000 221 211 0 
99. 0000 000 221 212 0 
100. 0000 000 221 222 0 
101. 0000 000 221 212 0 
102. 0000 000 221 212 0 
103. 0000 000 221 212 0 
104. 0000 000 221 222 0 
105. 0000 000 221 222 0 
106. 0000 000 221 222 0 
107. 0000 000 220 222 0 
108. 0000 000 220 221 0 
109. 0000 000 221 221 0 
110. 0000 000 221 222 0 
111. 0000 000 221 221 0 
112. 0000 000 220 221 0 
113. 0000 000 221 221 0 
114. 0000 000 220 222 0 
0 150 9 MB a 
0 205 22 MB a 
0 191 12 MB a 
0 202 13 MB a 
0 191 17 MB a 
0 181 17 AnL a 
0 230 24 MB a 
0 251 26 MB a 
0 175 8 MB a 
0 161 10 MB a 
0 87 2 H&F a 
0 86 3 AnL a 
0 101 5 H&F a 
0 87 2 H&F a 
0 111 6 AnL a 
0 97 7 H&F a 
o 68 2 ChAI a 
0 99 . 3 ChA a 
0 107 3 FL a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes $3.95 
G G F b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 I 
G G G b b a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 I 
G G G b b a Col CF 1946 25 Yes 3.95 • 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1946 26 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1947 27 Yes 3.95 I 
G G G b a a Col CF 1947 25 Yes 3.95 I 
G G G b a a Col CF 1947 24 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1947 25 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1947 27 Yes 3.95 
G G G b a a Col CF 1947 2$ Yes 3.95 
G F G b a a Col CF 1949 25 Yes 3.95 
G F F b a a Col CF 1949 25 Yes 3.95 
G F G b a a Col CF 1949 26 Yes 3.95 
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1: 115. 0000 000 221 222 0 0 114 6 Cir a a G G G b a a Col CF 1950 30 Yes $3.95 
I
I 116. 0000 000 221 222 0 0 99 5 Cir a a G G G b a a Col CF 1950 30 Yes 3.95 
117. 0000 000 221 221 0 0 . 78 6 AnL a a G G G b a a Col CF 1950 26 Yes 3.95 
I 
118. 0000 000 221 222 0 0 71 1 ChA a a G G G b a a Col CF 1950 25 Yes 3.95 
I T 
1 
119. 0000 000 221 222 0 0 130 10 AnL a a G G G b a a Col CF 1951 26 Yes 3.95 
II 120. 0000 000 221 221 0 0 130 16 AnL a a G G G b a a Col CF 1951 26 Yes 3.95 
121. 0000 000 221 221 0 0 133 5 AnL a a G G G b a a Col CF 1951 26 Yes 3.95 
122. 0000 000 221 212 0 0 134 11 AnL a a G G G b a a Col CF 1951 26 Yes 3.95 
123. 0000 000 221 212 0 0 127 19 AnL a a G G G b a a Col CF 1951 25 Yes 3.95 
124. 0000 000 221 222 0 0 134 14 AnL a a G G G b a a Col CF 1951 27 Yes 3.95 
ii 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Conclusions 
These conclusions have been arrived at as a result of the study of 
the filmstrips. They are based on personal observations rather than any 
statistical procedure. 
The filmstrips studied can be used most effectively in these areas 
of a reading-readiness program: teaching of language skills, and enrich-
ing background. 
Although the Summary of Past Research, Chapter II, shows that visual 
aids such as filmstrips can be effective in the development of all the 
reading-readiness skills and in the satisfaction of other reading-
readiness needs, this study indicates that filmstrips available at this 
time do not make extensive provision for the total needs of the reading-
readiness period. 
Most of the filmstrips, (Numbers 1 - 19 of this work), which claim to 
be designed specifically for use in reading-readiness programs, fail to 
satisfy certain physical standards set up for the study, such as 
accuracy of concepts, photographic qualities, and interest. Therefore, 
there seems to be an indication that reading specialists, and art and 
photography experts must join forces with filmstrip producers before 
teachers can expect to have available to them superior filmstrips for use 
in teaching such reading-readiness skills as visual and auditory dis-
crimination, and for providing kinesthetic training and training in 
following directions. 
11 
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APPENDIX 
VOCABULARY CHECK LIST 
1/ 
This vocabulary list taken from Buckingham and Dolch- includes only those 
words the writers found in the Kindergarten Union List and those words 
they found in the study by Ernest Horn. Words found in the Horn study are 
marked with H and those taken from the Kindergarten Union List are marked 
KU. 
a KU 
aboard KU 
about H,KU 
above KU 
absent KU 
ache KU 
acorn KU 
across H,KU 
act H,KU 
address KU 
aeroplane H 
afraid H,KU 
after H,KU 
afternoon H,KU 
again H,KU 
against KU 
ago KU 
ah H,KU 
ahead KU 
air H,KU 
airplane KU 
alike KU 
alive KU 
all H,KU 
baa KU 
baby H,KU 
back H,KU 
backward KU 
bacon KU 
bad H,KU 
badge Iill 
alley KU 
alligator KU 
almost H,KU 
alone H,KU 
along H,KU 
already H,KU 
also KU 
always H,KU 
am H,KU 
an H,KU 
and H,KU 
angel KU 
angle-worm KU 
angry KU 
animal H,KU 
another KU 
answer KU 
ant H,KU 
any H,KU 
anybody H, KU 
anyone KU 
anything H, KU 
anyway H,KU 
apart KU 
bag H,KU 
baggage KU 
bake H,KU 
baker KU 
bakery KU 
ball H,KU 
balloon H,KU 
apartment KU 
apple H,KU 
apron H,KU 
are H,KU 
arm H,KU 
around H,KU 
arrest KU 
arrow KU 
as H,KU 
ask H,KU 
asleep H,KU 
at H,KU 
ate H,KU 
attic KU 
aunt H,KU 
auto H,KU 
automobile H,KU 
autumn KU 
avenue KU 
awake H 
away H,KU 
awful KU 
awfully KU 
awhile KU 
ax KU 
banana H,KU 
band H,KU 
bang H,KU 
bank H,KU 
barber KU 
bare KU 
barefoot KU 
1/ Buckingham, B. R. and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936), 185 PP• -- --
:11_ 
1:18 
barn H,KU bit H,KU brave KU 
barrel KU bite H,KU bread H,KU 
baseball KU bitter KU break H,KU 
basement KU black H,KU breakfast H,KU 
basket H,KU blackberry KU breast H,KU . 
bat H,KU blackbird H,KU brick H,KU 
bath H,KU blackboard KU bridge H, B."U 
bathe H,KU blacksmith KU bright KU 
bathroom KU blanket H,KU bring H,KU 
bathtub KU bless KU broke H,KU 
bawl KU blessing KU broken H,KU 
be H,KU blew KU broom H,KU 
beach KU blind H,KU brother H,KU 
bead KU block H,KU brought H,KU 
bean H,KU blood H,KU brown H,KU 
bear H,KU bloom KU brownie KU 
beat H,KU bloomers KU brush H,KU 
beaten KU blossom KU bubble KU 
beautiful KU blouse KU bucket KU 
because H,KU blow H,KU bud KU 
bed H,KU blue H,KU buffalo KU 
bedroom H,KU bluebell KU buffet KU 
bee H,KU bluebi:r::d H,KU bug KU 
beef KU blue jay KU buggy H,KU 
been H,KU board H,KU bugle KU 
beet KU boat H,KU build KU 
before H,KU bob-white KU building H,KU 
beg KU body H,KU built H,KU 
began KU boil H bulb KU 
begin H,KU bone H,KU bulldog KU 
behind H,KU bonnet H,KU bullet KU 
believe H,KU boo KU bumblebee KU 
bell H,KU book H,KU bump H,KU 
belong H,KU bookkeeper KU bun KO 
belt H,KU boom KU bunch H,KU 
bench KU boot KU bunny H,KU 
bend KU born KU bureau KU 
bent KU boss KU burn KU 
berry KU both H,KU burnt KU 
beside H,KU bother H,KU bus KU 
best H,KU bottle H,KU bush H,KU 
bet H,KU bottom H,KU bustle H 
better H,KU bought H,KU busy H,KU 
between KU bounce H,KU but H,KU 
bib KU bouquet KU butcher KU 
bicycle H,Iill bow H,KU butter H,Iill 
big H,KU bowl KU buttercup KU 
bill H,KU box H,KU butterfly H,KU 
billy goat KU boxing KU buttermilk KU 
birch KU boy H,KU button H,KU 
bird H,KU bracelet KU buttonhole KU 
birdhouse KU brake H,KU buy H,KU 
birthday H,KU branch KU by H,KU 
biscuit H,KU brand KU bye H,KU 
cab KU chain H,KU colored KU 
cabbage H,KU chair H,KU comb H,KU 
cabin KU chalk H,KU come H,KU 
cabinet KU chance KU company H,KU 
caboose KU change H,KU conductor H,KU 
cage H,KU chase H,KU cone KU 
cake H,KU cheek KU coo KU 
calendar KU cheese H,KU cook H,Iill 
calf KU cherry H,KU cookie H,KU 
call H,KU chest KU cool !ill 
came H,KU chestnut KU coop H,KU 
camel H,KU chew KU copy KU 
camp KU chick KU cork KU 
can H,KU chicken H,KU corn H,KU 
canary KU chicken pox KU corner H,KU 
candle H,KU chief KU cosmos KU 
candlestick KU child H,KU cost H,KU 
candy H,KU children H,KU cottage KU 
cane KU chimney H,KU cotton KU 
cannon KU chin H couch KU 
canoe KU chocolate H,KU cough KU 
canvas KU choose H, Iill could H,KU 
cap H,KU chop H,KU count H,KU 
cape H,KU chunk KU counter KU 
captain KU church H,KU country H,KU 
car H,KU churn KU couple KU 
card H,KU circle H,KU course KU 
cardboard KU circus H,KU cousin H,KU 
cardinal KU city KU cover H,KU 
care H,KU clap H, Iill cow H, h.'U 
careful H,KU class H,KU cowboy KU 
careless KU clay KU cowcatcher KU 
carnation KU clean H,KU crab KU 
carpenter KU clear H,KU crack KU 
carpet H,KU climb H,KU cracker H,KU 
carriage H,KU cloak KU cradle H,KU 
carrot H,KU clock H,KU cranberry KU 
carry H,KU close H,KU crank KU 
cart H,KU closet KU crawl H,KU 
case KU cloth H,KU crayon H,KU 
castle KU clothes H, h.'U crazy H,KU 
cat H,KU clothespin KU cream H,KU 
catbird KU cloud H,KU crease KU 
catch H,KU clover KU creek KU 
catcher KU clown KU croak KU 
caterpillar KU club KU crook !ill 
caught H,KU coal H,KU crooked H,KU 
cause H,KU coaster KU cross H,KU 
cave KU coat H,KU cross eyed KU 
cedar KU cock-a-doodle-doo KU crow KU 
ceiling KU cocoa H,KU crowd KU 
celery KU coconut KU crown KU 
cellar KU coffee H,KU crumb KU 
cement KU cold H,KU crumble KU 
cent H,KU collar H,KU cry H,KU 
center H,KU college KU cube KU 
certainly KU color H,KU cuckoo KU 
cup H,KU curl KIT curtain H,KU 
cupboard H,KIT curly KU cut H,KU 
cute H,KU 
dad KU die H,KIT dove KU 
daddy H,KIT different H,KIT down H,KU 
daisy KU dig H,KU downstairs H,KU 
dam KU dime KU downtown KU 
dance H,KU ding-dong KU dozen H,KU 
dandelion H,KU dining-room KU drank KU 
dandy H,KIT dinner H,KIT draw H,KU 
danger KU dirt H,KU drawer H,KU 
dark KU dirty H,KU drawing KU 
darling KU dish H,KU dream KU 
darn KU ditch KIT dress H,KU 
date KU do H,KU dresser KU 
day H,KU dock KU dressmaker KU 
dead H,KU doctor H,KU drew KU 
dear H,KlJ does KU drill KU 
decorate KU dog H,KU drink H,KIT 
decoration KU doily KU drive H,KU 
deep H,KU doll H,KU driver H,KU 
deer KU dollar H,KU drop H,KU 
delivery KU dolly H,KU drown KU 
dentist KU done H,KIT drum H,KIT 
department KU donkey H,KU dry H,KIT 
depot H,KU door H,KIT duck H,KU 
design KU dot KU dump KU 
desk H,KU double KU dust H,KIT 
diamond KU dough KU dying KU 
did H,KU doughnut KU 
each H,KIT either H,KU eraser KU 
eagle KU electric H,KU even H,KU 
ear H,KU electricity KU evening KU 
early H,KlJ elephant H,KIT ever H,KU 
earth KU eleven KU every H,KU 
east KU else H,KU everybody H,KU 
easy H,KU empty H,KU everyone H,KU 
eat H,KU end H,KU everything H,KU 
eaten KU engine H,KIT everywhere H,KU 
edge KU engineer KU except KIT 
egg H,KU enough H,KU excuse KU 
eight KU envelope H,KU expect KU 
eighteen KU erase KU eye KU 
face H,KU fancy KU father H,KU 
fair H, lill far H,KU faucet KU 
fairy KU farm H,KU feather H,KIT 
fall H,KU farmer H,KU fed KU 
false KU farther KU feed H,KU 
false-face KIT fast H,KU feel H,KU 
family H,KU fasten KU feet H,KU 
fan KU fat H,KU fell H,KU 
fellow KU five KU forty KU 
felt KU fix H,KU fought KU 
fence H,KU flag H,KU found H,KU 
fern KU flat KU fountain KU 
ferry KU flew H,KU four KU 
few KU flicker KU fourteen KU 
fiddle KU floor H,KU fox KU 
field H,KU flop KU freeze KU 
fifteen KU flour H,KU freight KU 
fifty KU flower H,KU fresh H,KU 
fight H,KU flowerpot KU friend H,KU 
fill H,KU fly H,KU fringe KU 
find H,KU fold H,KU frog H,KU 
fine H,KU folks KU from H,KU 
finger H,KU follow H,KU front H,KU 
fingernail KU food H,KU frost KU 
finish H,Iill fool KU froze KU 
fire H,KU foot H,KU frozen KlJ 
fire engine KU football H,KU fruit H,KU 
fireman H,KU for H,KU full H,KU 
fireplace KU forget H,KU fun H,KU 
first KU forgot H,KU funny H,KU 
fish H,KU forgotten KU fur KU 
fishing KU fork H,Iill furnace KU 
fit KU forth KU furniture H,KU 
fuzzy KU 
gallop KU glasses KU grandfather KU 
game H,KU glove KU grandma H,KU 
garage H,KU glue Im gr andmother Im 
garbage Im go H,KU grandpa Im 
garden H,Im goat Im grape H,Im 
gas H,KU gobble KU grapefrui t KU 
gasoline H,Im gol d H,KU gr ass H,KU 
gate H,KU golden KU grasshopper Im 
gave H,KU golf Im gravy H,Im 
gee Im gone H,Im gray H,KU 
geese KU good H,Im great H,KU 
geranium KU good-bye H,KU green H,Im 
genn KU good morning KU grew KU 
get H,KU good night KU grocery KU 
giant KU goods KU ground H,KU 
gift KU goody KU grow H,KU 
gingerbread KU goose H,KU guess H,KU 
giraffe KU got H,Im guinea KU 
girl H,KU gown KU gum H,KU 
give H,KU grab KU gun H,KU 
glad H,KU grade KU guy KU 
glass H,KU grain Im 
ha KU hall KU handkerchief H,KU 
had H,KU halloo KU handle H,KU 
hair H,Im hammer H,KU hang H,KU 
half H,KU hand H,h.'U happy H,KU 
hard H,KU 
hardly KU 
hare KU 
has H,KU 
hat KU 
hatchet KU 
hate KU 
haul KU 
have H,KU 
hay H,KU 
haystack KU 
he KU 
head KU 
healthy H,KU 
hear H,KU 
heard H,KU 
heart KU 
heaven H 
heavy H,KU 
heel KU 
hello H,KU 
I H,KU 
ice H,KU 
ice cream H,KU 
icicle KU 
idea KU 
:ii' H,KU 
jack-in-the-box 
jack-o•-lantern 
jacks KU 
jail H,KU 
janitor KU 
keep H,KU 
kept KU 
kettle H,KU 
key H,KU 
kick H,KU 
kid KU 
kill H,KU 
kind H,KU 
kindergarten 
lace KU 
ladder H,KU 
lady H,KU 
laid KU 
lake H,KU 
lamb KU 
lamp KU 
land H,KU 
KU 
KU 
KU 
help H,KU 
helper KU 
hem KU 
hen H,KU 
her H,KU 
here H,KU 
herself ·KU 
hey KU 
hickory KU 
hide H,KU 
high H,KU 
hill H,KU 
him H,KU 
himself KU 
his H,KU 
hit H,KU 
hitch KU 
hoe H,KU 
hold H,KU 
hole H,KU 
home H,KU 
in H,KlJ 
inside H,KU 
instead KU 
into H,KU 
invitation KU 
invite KU 
jar KU 
jaw KU 
jay KU 
jelly H,h.'U 
jig KU 
king KU 
kiss H,KU 
kitchen H,KU 
kite KU 
kitten H,KU 
kitty H,KU 
knee H,KU 
knew H,KU 
knife H,KU 
lantern KU 
lap KU 
large Iill 
lark KU 
last H,KU 
late H,KU 
laugh H,KU 
laundry KU 
honey H,KU 
hook KU 
hop H,KU 
hope KU 
horn H,KU 
horse H,KU 
horseshoe KU 
hose H,KU 
hospital KU 
hot H,KU 
hotel KU 
house H,KU 
how H,KU 
hundred KU 
hung KU 
hungry H,KU 
hunt KU 
hurrah KU 
hurry H,KU 
hurt H,KU 
husband H 
iron H,KU 
ironing KU 
is H,KU 
it H,KU 
its KU 
itself Jill 
job 
juice 
jump 
junk 
just 
KU 
KU 
H,KU 
KU 
H,KU 
knight KU 
knit KU 
knives KU 
knob KU 
knock H,KU 
knot KU 
know H,KU 
known H 
lavender KU 
lawn H,KU 
lay H,KU 
lazy KU 
lead KU 
leader KU 
leaf H,KU 
learn H,KU 
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leather KU 
leave H,KU 
left H,KU 
leg H,KU 
lemon H,KU 
lesson H,KU 
let H,KU 
letter H,KU 
lettuce H,KU 
lever KU 
library KU 
lick KU 
lid KU 
lie KU 
lift KU 
H,KU 
KU 
ma KU 
machine 
machinery 
mad H,KU 
made H, KtJ 
magazine KU 
maid KU 
mail KU 
mailbox KU 
mailman KU 
make H,KU 
maker KU 
mamma H,KU 
man H, KtJ 
manger KU 
manual KU 
H,KU 
KD 
H,KU 
H,KU 
H,KU 
KU 
KU 
H,KU 
H,KU 
KU 
many 
maple 
marble 
march 
mark 
market 
martin 
match 
matter 
mattress 
may H,KU 
maybe KU 
nail H,KU 
name H,KU 
nap KU 
napkin H,KU 
nasturtiums KU 
naughty H,KU 
near H,KU 
nearly H,KU 
light H,KU 
lightning KU 
like H,KU 
lilac I\.lJ 
lily KU 
line H,KU 
lion H,KU 
lip KU 
listen H,KU 
lit KU 
little H,KU 
live H,KU 
living KU 
load KU 
loaf KU 
me H,KU 
meadow KU 
mean H,KU 
means KU 
measles KU 
measure KU 
meat H,KU 
medicine H, KU 
meet H,KU 
meeting KU 
melt KU 
men H,KU 
meow KU 
merry KU 
merry-go-round H,KU 
mess KU 
met KU 
mice KU 
middle H,KU 
middle-sized KU 
might H,KU 
mile KU 
milk H,I\.lJ 
milkman KU 
mill KU 
miller KU 
mind H,KU 
mine H,KU 
neck H,KU 
necktie KU 
need H,KU 
needle H,KU 
negro KU 
neighbor KU 
neither H,KU 
nest H,KU 
lock H,KU 
locker KU 
log KU 
long H,KU 
look H,KU 
loose KU 
los.t H,KU 
lot H,KU 
loud KU 
love H,KU 
lovely KU 
low KU 
luck KU 
lumber KU 
lunch H,KU 
lying KU 
minute H,KU 
miss H,KU 
mistake KU 
mix KU 
money H,KU 
monkey H,KU 
month KU 
moo KU 
moon H,KU 
more H,KU 
morning H, KU 
most H,KU 
mother H,KU 
motor KU 
mountain KU 
mouse H,KU 
mouth H,KU 
move H,KU 
movies KU 
much H,KU 
mud H,KU 
muddy KU 
mule KU 
music H,KU 
must H,KU 
mustache KU 
my H,KU 
myself H,KU 
never H,KU 
new H,KU 
newspaper KU 
next H,KU 
nice H,KU 
nickle H,KU 
night H,KU 
nightgown H, KU 
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r1ine KU 
nineteen KU 
no H,KU 
nobody H,KU 
noise H,KU 
noisy KU 
oak KU 
oar KU 
oat KU 
oatmeal KU 
ocean KU 
o 1 clock H,KU 
of H,KU 
off H,KU 
office H,KU 
often KU 
oh KU 
oil KU 
pa KU 
pack H,KU 
package KU 
paddle KU 
page H,KlJ 
pail H,KU 
paint H,KU 
painting KU 
pair H,KU 
pan H,KU 
pancake KU 
pansy KU 
pants KU 
papa H,KU 
paper H,KU 
parade H,KU 
parasol KU 
pardon KU 
park H,KU 
parrot KU 
part H,KU 
partner KU 
party H,KU 
pass H,KU 
passenger KU 
past H,KU 
paste H,KU 
pasteboard KU 
pasture KU 
pat H,KU 
patch KU 
none H,KU 
noon KU 
nor KU 
north KU 
nose H,KU 
not H,KU 
old H,KU 
on H,KU 
once H,KU 
one KU 
onion H,KU 
only H,KU 
open H,KU 
or H,KU 
orange H,KU 
orchestra· KU 
oriole KU 
other H,KU 
path KU 
pattern H,KU 
pay H,KU 
pea H,KU 
peach H,KU 
peanut H,KU 
pear KU 
peck KU 
peel KU 
peep H,KU 
peg KU 
pen KU 
pencil H,KU 
penny H,KU 
people H,KU 
perfume KU 
petticoat KU 
piano H,KU 
pick H,KU 
pickle KU 
picnic H,KU 
picture H, KU 
pie H,KU 
piece H,KU 
pig H,KU 
pigeon H,KU 
pile H,KU 
pillow H,KU 
pin H,KU 
pinch KU 
pineapple KU 
note KU 
nothing H,KU 
now H,KU 
number H,KU 
nurse H,KU 
nut H,KU 
ouch H,KU 
ought H,KU 
our H,KU 
ours H 
ourselves KU 
out H,KU 
outdoors H,KU 
outside KU 
oven KU 
over H,KU 
overalls KU 
owl KU 
own H,KU 
pink H,KU 
pipe H,KU 
pitcher H 
place H,K-u 
plain KU 
plane KU 
plant H,KU 
plate H,KU 
platter KU 
play H,KU 
playground KU 
playhouse KU 
please H,KU 
plow H,KU 
plum KU 
pocket H,KU 
pocketbook KU 
point H,KU 
poison K""t.J 
poke Iill 
pole H,KU 
police KU 
policeman H,KU 
polish KU 
pond KU 
pony H,KU 
poor H,Iill 
pop H,ICU 
popcorn KU 
porch H,KU 
porridge KU 
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post KU president KU pumpkin H,:rm 
postman KU press KU punch H,KU 
post office KU pretend KU puppy H,KU 
pot H,KU pretty H,.KU purple H,KU 
potato H,KU print KU purse .KU 
pound H,KU prize KU push H,KU 
pour H,KU propeller KU pussy H,KU 
powder H,KU puddle KU pussy willow KU 
prayer KtJ pull H,KU put H,KU 
present KU pump KU 
quack KU quick H,KU quit KU 
quarter KU quiet H,KU quite H,KU 
queen KU quilt KU 
rabbit H,KU reading KU road H,KU 
race H,KU ready H,KU roast KU 
rack KlJ real H,KU robin H,KU 
radiator KU really H,KU rock H,KU 
radio KU reason KU rocking horse KU 
radish H,KU recess KU rode H,KU 
rag KU record KU roll H,KU 
railroad KU red H,KU roller KU 
rain H,KU redbreast KU rompers KU 
rainbow KU redheaded KU roof H,KU 
rainy KU regular KU room H,KU 
raisin KU reindeer H,KU rooster KU 
rake H,KU remember H,KU rope H,KU 
ran H,KU rest H,KU rose H,KU 
ranch KU ribbon H,KU rotten KU 
rang .KU rich .KU round H,KU 
rat H,KU ride H,KU row H,KU 
rather KU right H,KU rub KU 
raw KU ring H,KU rubber KU 
reach H,KU ripe KU rug KU 
read H,KU river H,KU run H,KU 
rung KU 
sack KU sauce KU screen KU 
said H,KU saucer H,KU scribble KU 
sail H,KU save H,KU sea KU 
sailboat KU saw H,KU season KU 
sailor :K.lJ say H,KU seat H,KU 
sake KU scab KU second KU 
salad KU scare H,KU secret KU 
salt H,KU scarf KU see H,KU 
salute KU scarlet KU seed H,KU 
same H,KU school H,KU seem H,KU 
sand H,KU schoolhouse KU seen H,KU 
sandal KU scissors H,KU seesaw KU 
sandpaper KU scooter KU self KU 
sandwich H,KU scrap KU sell H,KU 
sang KU scrape KU send H,KU 
sat KU scratch KU sent H,KU 
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serve KU skirt KU speak KU 
set H,KU sky H,KU speed KU 
setting KU slant KU spell KU 
seven KU sled H,KU spider H,KU 
seventeen KU sleep H,KU spill H,KU 
several KU sleepy H,KU spin KU 
Sffi"f H,KU sleeve KU spinach KU 
shadow KU sleigh KU splash KU 
shake KU slept KU splinter KU 
shall H,KU slice KU spoil KU 
shape KU slid KU sponge KU 
sharp KU slide H,KU spoon H,KU 
she H,KU slip H,KU spot KU 
shears KU slipper H,KU spread KU 
shed KU slippery KU spring H,KU 
sheep H,KU slow KU sprinkle H,KU 
sheet KU small H,KU square H,KU 
shelf H,KU smell H,KU squash KU 
shell H,KU smile KU squeak KU 
shepherd KU smoke H,KU squeeze KU 
shine H,KU smokestack KU squirrel H,KU 
shiny KU smooth H,KU squirt KU 
ship KU snail KU stage KU 
shirt KU snake KU stair H,KU 
shoe H,KU sneeze KU stamp KU 
shoemaker KU snow H,KU stand H,KU 
shoot H,KU snowball KU star H,KU 
shop H,KU snovnnan KU start H,KU 
short KU so H,KU starter KU 
shot H,KU soak H station H,KU 
should H,KU soap KU stay H,KU 
shoulder KU sock H,KU steak KU 
shovel H,KU soda KU steal H,KU 
show H,KU soft H,KU steam H,KU 
shut H,KU sold H,KU steamboat KU 
sick H,KU soldier H,KU steeple KU 
side KU some H,KU steer KU 
sidewalk H,KU somebody H,KU stem H,KU 
sign KU someone H step H,KU 
signal KU somersault KU stick H,KU 
silk H,Iill something H,KU still H,KU 
silver H,KU sometime KU stir KU 
sing H,KU somewhere KU stitch KU 
sink KU song H,KU stocking H,KU 
sir H,KU soon H,KU stole KU 
sister H,KU sore KU stomach KU 
sit H,KU sorry KU stone H,KU 
six KU sound H,KU stood KU 
sixteen KU soup H,KU stool KU 
size KU sour H,KU stop H,KU 
skate H,KU south KU store H,KU 
ski KU sow KU storm KU 
skid KU space KU story H,KU 
skin KU spade KU stove H,KU 
skinny KU spank KU straight H,KU 
skip H,Iill sparrow H,KU straighten KU 
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straw H,KU stung KU surprise KU 
strawberry H,KU such H,KU sweat KU 
street H,KU sucker KU sweater H,KU 
street car KU sugar H,KU sweep H,KU 
strike KU suit H,KU sweet H,KU 
string H,KU sununer H,KU sweet pea KU 
strip KU sun KU swell KU 
stripe KU sunny KU swim H,KU 
strong H,KU sunshine H,KU swimming pool KU 
struck KU supper H,KU swing H,KU 
stuck H,KU suppose H,KU switch KIT 
stuff H,KU sure H,KU sword KU 
table H,KU their H,KU toast KU 
tablecloth H,KU them H,KU to-day H,KU 
tag H,KU then H,KU toe H,KU 
tail H,KU there H,KU together H,KU 
tailor KU these H,KU toilet KU 
take H,KU they H,KU told H,KU 
taken KU thick KU tomato KU 
talk H,KU thicket KU to-morrow H,KU 
tall KU thimble KU tongue H,KU 
tambourine KU thin KU to-night KU 
tan KU thing H,KU too H,KU 
tank KU think H,KU took H,KU 
tap KU thirsty H tool KU 
tardy KU thirteen KU toot KU 
tassel KU thirty KU tooth H,KU 
taste KU this H,KU tooth brush KU 
taxi KU those H,KU tooth paste KU 
tea H,KU though H,KU tooth pick KU 
teach KU thought H,KU top H,KU 
teacher H,KU thousand KU tore KU 
team KIT thread H,KU torn KU 
tear H,KU three KU touch H,KU 
teddy KU threw KU towel H,KU 
teddy bear KU through H,KU tower KU 
teeny KU throw H,KU town H,KU 
teeter H,KU thumb H,KU toy H, IHJ 
teeter-totter KU ticket H,KU trace KU 
teeth KU tie H,KU track H,KU 
telephone H,KU tiger H,KU tractor KU 
tell H,KU tight H,KU trade KU 
ten KU till H,KU train H,KU 
tennis KU time H,KU tramp KU 
tent H,KU tin KU tray KU 
terrible KU tiny H,KU tree H,KU 
than H,KU tip H,KU triangle KU 
thank H,KU tire H,KU trick KU 
thanks KU tired H,KU tricycle KU 
that H,KU tissue KU trim KU 
the H,KU to H,KU trimming KU 
troll KU 
trough KU 
truck H,KU 
true KU 
trunk H,KU 
try H,KU 
tub H,KU 
umbrella H,KU 
uncle H,KU 
under H,KU 
underneath KU 
underwear KU 
vacation KU 
valentine KU 
valley KU 
varnish KU 
wagon H,KU 
waist KU 
wait H,KU 
wake H,KU 
walk H,KU 
wall H,KU 
walnut KU 
want H,KU 
war KU 
warm H,KU 
was H,KU 
wash H,KU 
washing KU 
waste KU 
watch H,KU 
water H,KU 
watermelon KU 
wave KU 
wax KU 
way H,KU 
we H,KU 
wear H,KU 
weather KU 
wedding KU 
wee KU 
weed KU 
week H,KU 
weigh KU 
welcome KU 
well H,KU 
went H,KU 
were H,KU 
tug KU 
tulip KU 
tunnel KU 
turkey H,KU 
turn H,KU 
turnip KU 
tur-pentine KU 
unless KU 
untie KU 
until H,KU 
up H,KU 
upon H,KU 
vase KU 
vegetable 
velvet KU 
very H,KU 
west KU 
wet H,KU 
KU 
what H,KU 
wheat KU 
wheel H,KU 
wheelbarrow KU 
when H,KU 
whenever KU 
where H,KU 
whether KU 
which H,KO 
while H,KU 
whip H 
whiskers KU 
whistle H,KU 
white H,KU 
who H,KU 
whoa KU 
whoever KU 
whole H,KU 
whom KU 
whose H,KU 
why H,KU 
wide H,KU 
wild KU 
will H,KU 
willow KU 
win KU 
wind H,KU 
windmill KU 
window H,KU 
windy KU 
KU 
KU 
KU 
turtle 
twelve 
twenty 
twice 
twin 
two 
KU 
KU 
KU 
upside 
upstairs 
uptown 
KU 
H,KU 
KU 
us H,KU 
use H,KU 
used H,KlJ 
vine 
violet 
violin 
visit 
KU 
KU 
KU 
KU 
wing KU 
winter H,KU 
wipe H,KU 
wire H,KU 
wish H,KU 
witch KU 
with H,KU 
without KU 
woke KU 
wolf H,KU 
woman H,KU 
won KU 
wonder H,KU 
wood H,KU 
wooden KU 
woodpecker H,KU 
woods H,KU 
wool KU 
word H,KU 
wore KU 
work H,KU 
world KU 
worm H,KU 
would H,KU 
wrap KU 
wreck KU 
wren Jill 
write H,KU 
writing KU 
wrong H,KU 
wrote KU 
12 
yard H, KtJ yes H,KU young KU 
yarn KU yesterday H,KU your H,KU 
year H,KU yet H,KU yours H,KU 
yellow H,KU you H,KU yourself H,KU 
zoo KU 
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EVALUATION SHEET FOR READING-READINESS FILMSTRIPS 
Title of Filmstrip 
-------------------------------------------------
Producer Production Date Catalog Number Cost 
Consulting Specialists 
----------------------------------------------
Source Number of Frames Black and White Color 
Does guide material accompany filmstrip? 
Yes No 
RATE THE IT&~ BELOW USING THE FOLLOWING SCALE 
2 Provision is made extensively 
1 Provision is made to some extent 
0 Provision is missing entirely 
WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE FILMSTRIP FOR: 
1. TEACHING VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
( ) a. of objects ( ) c. of colors 
( ) b. of geometric forms ( ) d. of word forms 
2. TEACHING AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION 
( ) a. of beginning sounds ( ) c. of rhyming words 
( ) b. of ending sounds 
J. TEACHING LANGUAGE SKILLS 
( ) a. vocabulary growth ( ) c. ability to develop a 
story sequence 
( ) b. ability to use sentences 
4. ENRICHING BACKGROUND 
( ) a. association of words and objects 
( ) b. clarification of concepts common to the pre-school 
child 
( ) c. development of new concepts 
s. KINESTHETIC TRAINING ( ) 
--=----=--:::,_ 
6. GIVING TRAINING IN FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS ( ) 
7. IS THE VOCABULARY SUITED TO A PRE-READING GROUP? 
a. Total number of different words included in the filmstrip ___ 
b. Number of words included in filmstrip which are not found 
in either the Horn or Kindergarten Union Stuqy 
-----
(Use supplementary sheet to list words not found i n the vocabulary check 
list.) 
CHECK THE DESCRIPTION MOST APPLICABLE TO THIS FILMSTRIP 
8. Vfuat concepts are clarified or developed? 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
9. How accurate are the concepts presented? 
Few Inaccuracies Some Inaccuracies 
10. How acceptable are the teaching methods of 
Many Inaccuracies 
the filmstrip? 
a. ( ) Follow current trends in pre-reading programs 
b. 
11. What 
( ) Use outmoded methods 
is the quality of the photography? 
Composition 
Definition 
Visual Appeal 
Good Fair Poor 
12. Were too many ideas presented per frame? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
13. Will the filmstrip hold the interest of a pre-reading group? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
--=---~=--=---- - --=--=--=== 
31 
14. Does the filmstrip attempt to supplement rather than replace 
the teacher? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
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FREQUENCY OF UNSATISFACTORY WORDS 
Each different word used in the filmstrips studied, and which does not 
appear in the Vocabulary Check List used for this study, (See Appendix) is 
shown in this list. The only words which have been omitted are proper 
nouns, contractions, plurals, and additional forms of regular verbs. The 
number beside the word denotes the number of filmstrips in which it occurs. 
3 able 3 among 1 armadillo 
1 accident 1 amusement 1 arose 
1 acquaint 1 anchor 1 arrive 
1 admit 1 antler 1 artist 
3 adventure 1 anyhow 1 ashamed 
3 agreed 2 anywhere 2 ashore 
1 airport 1 ape 1 aw 
1 alas 1 aquarium 2 awaken 
1 amaze 2 ark 7 awoke 
1 ambulance 1 azalea 
2 back 1 below 2 brain 
1 bagpipe 1 betwixt 1 brand-new 
3 balance 2 beware 2 bray 
1 bandage 1 beyond 3 breath 
1 barge 1 bicycle 1 breathe 
9 bark 1 birth 1 brew 
1 barley 1 bison 1 briar 
1 bay 2 blame 1 brood 
2 beak 3 blaze 7 brook 
1 beans talk 1 bleed 1 br-rr 
1 beauty 1 blown 2 bull 
2 beaver 1 boast 1 bundle 
10 became 1 bold 1 burst 
4 become 1 bookcase 2 bury 
1 beech 1 boon 1 bushy 
1 beechnut 1 bore 2 butt 
1 beetle 4 bow-wow 2 buzz 
2 bellow 1 b-z-z 
2 cackle 1 chipmunk 2 coach 
1 calves 1 chop 1 coachman 
1 camomile 1 chore 2 cobbler 
1 carton 1 chubby 2 cock 
2 catnip 1 chug-a-choo 1 cockatoo 
1 cattail 1 cider 1 collector 
3 cattle 1 citizen 4 colt 
1 cereal 3 claw 2 cone 
1 chee 1 clever 1 confederate 
2 chilly 3 cluck 1 content 
1. chinny 2 clumsy 1 coonskin 
1_~4 
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1 corncrib 1 crib 2 cuddly 
1 cornstalk 1 crinkle 2 curious 
2 coyote 1 crisp 1 current 
1 cozy 1 crocodile 1 curry 
4 crash 1 crop 2 curve 
1 creature 1 crouch 1 custard 
1 creep 1 crown 1 cut-cut 
5 crept 1 cruel 1 cut-cut-cut-cu-tah-cut 
1 crew 3 cub 1 cuttlefish 
1 cucumber 
1 dainty 2 dessert 1 drake 
1 dairy 1 dew 1 drift 
1 dangle 1 dickory 1 drip 
2 dare 1 diddle 1 driven 
3 dash 1 disappear 5 drove 
4 daughter 1 disappoint 1 drowsy 
1 dawn 1 disgust 1 ducked 
1 deal 1 dishwasher 4 duckling 
1 decide 4 diver 3 dug 
1 deck 1 dizzy 3 during 
3 den 1 downy 1 dynamite 
1 eager 1 elf 4 evening 
1 earn 2 elves 2 excite 
1 echo 2 enjoy 2 exercise 
1 eighty 1 enormous 1 explore 
1 elevated 1 enter 1 explosive 
3 elevator 2 extra 
1 factory 1 fisherman 1 foam 
1 fallen 1 flamingo 2 fog 
1 far-off 4 flap 2 fondly 
3 favorite 2 nash 1 footboard 
1 fawn 2 fleece 1 forest 
2 fear 2 flip 1 fortunate 
1 feast 2 float 2 fortune 
1 feeler 1 flock 1 frame 
1 fetch 1 floss 6 free 
2 fierce 1 flown 18 frighten 
2 finally 4 fluffy 4 frisky 
1 firmly 1 fry 
1 gaily 1 goldfish 1 groan 
3 gather 3 goodness 1 grocer 
1 gay 1 gooseberry 1 groundhog 
6 gently 2 gosling l growl 
1 giddap 1 gourd 2 grown 
1 ginger 1 gracious 1 grub 
1 giraffe 1 gravel 2 grunt 
1 given 4 greedily 1 guard 
1 godmother 1 gust 
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l halfway 3 held l hood 
l ham l herd 2 hoof 
2 hamster l hero 2 hooray 
1 handsome 8 hid 2 hoppety 
1 hangar 2 hide-and-seek l hop-toad 
1 hanky 1 hind 1 howl 
10 happen 1 hippety 1 huff 
1 happiness 2 hippopotamus 1 hug 
1 harness 1 hire 1 huge 
1 harp 1 hive l hump 
4 hatch l ho 2 hunter 
1 haymow 2 hobgoblin 1 hush 
2 heap 1 hobnail 1 husk 
2 hee-haw 1 hollow 1 hut 
1 icebox 2 indeed 1 interest 
1 idle 1 indoors l invisible 
2 important 1 intention 1 iodine 
1 incubator 2 island 
2 jacket 1 joke 1 juggle 
2 jingle 1 jolt 1 juggler 
l join 2 joy 1 jungle 
1 jug 
2 kangaroo 1 kerchoo 1 knee-high 
1 laid 1 leopard 2 lizard 
1 lane 1 less 1 llama 
1 latch 2 life 3 lonely 
3 lean 1 lighthouse 1 lonesome 
3 leap 1 liner 2 lord 
l leash 3 lippity 2 lose 
1 least 5 living-room 1 lower 
4 led 1 lump 
1 magic l meal 1 mischievous 
2 main 2 medal 1 mitten 
l make-believe 1 meekly 1 mixture 
1 mammy l member 1 molasses 
4 marry 4 mend 2 mole 
1 marvelous 6 mew 4 mommy 
l mash 2 :midnight 2 mow 
4 master 1 miner 6 mummy 
2 mate 1 mirror 1 musician 
2 mayor 1 mischief 1 mussel 
2 nearby 3 net 1 nimble 
1 nearly l newsstand 1 nip 
1 neatly 3 nibble l nook 
1 necklace 1 nightcap 1 nope 
l neigh 1 notice 
1 obey 
1 octopus 
1 odd 
1 paid 
2 pain 
1 pal 
4 palace 
1 pale 
1 parent 
1 parsley 
1 partridge 
1 patrol 
6 paw 
1 pawed 
1 peace 
1 peacock 
3 peek 
1 peer 
1 pelican 
1 penguin 
1 pepper 
1 performer 
2 quarrel 
3 raccoon 
1 raft 
1 rage 
1 raincoat 
1 raise 
1 ram 
1 rattlesnake 
1 reaper 
1 recipe 
5 sad 
6 safely 
1 sample 
1 sap 
1 sawdust 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
scamper 
scold 
scramble 
scream 
scr-r-ritch 
scrub 
scythe 
seal 
seek 
settle 
~'"'---==== ----=--=-
1 ogre 
3 ont o 
1 oppossum 
2 order 
4 perhaps 
11 pet 
1 petal 
2 petted 
1 pickaxe 
1 piglet 
1 pigtail 
1 pity 
5 plan 
1 playful 
2 plenty 
1 pluck 
1 polar 
1 polite 
2 porcupine 
1 port 
2 poster 
2 practice 
1 praise 
1 prepare 
5 queer 
1 reed 
1 refrigerator 
1 remember 
1 reply 
1 rhinoceros 
1 rice 
2 rid 
1 roam 
6 roar 
3 shade 
1 shaft 
1 shaggy 
1 sheds 
1 shone 
4 shook 
2 shore 
1 shortcake 
l shortening 
9 shout 
1 shrink 
1 ·shucks 
1 shush 
l shy . 
l sieve 
1 ostrich 
1 overrun 
1 oyster 
2 prick 
2 prickly 
3 prince 
3 princess 
1 probably 
1 problem 
1 project 
3 promise 
1 · proper 
4 proud 
1 prove 
1 prowl 
1 prune 
1 p-s-s-t 
1 pudding 
2 puff 
1 punish 
2 pup 
4 purr 
1 quill 
2 robber 
1 roper 
2 root 
1 rowboat 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
ruin 
rule 
rush 
rusty 
rye 
1 sift 
1 sigh 
5 sight 
1 silo 
5 silly 
3 since 
2 single 
1 sixpence 
5 skunk 
2 slap 
1 sleek 
3 sly 
l smack 
2 smart 
7 snap 
t36 
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1 snatch 2 spit 4 stream 
1 snicker 1 spool 1 streamliner 
3 sniff 1 sport 4 stretch 
1 snort 2 sprang 2 stroke 
1 snug 1 spray 3 strut 
1 sob 2 spun 1 subway 
1 sofa 1 sputter 4 sudden 
2 someday 2 squeal 24 suddenly 
1 somehow 1 stake 1 suds 
4 son 1 stall 1 sugar-maple 
2 sort 1 stare 1 suitcase 
1 soul 1 starve 1 sundown 
1 souvenir 1 state 1 sunset 
3 special 1 stepsister 3 swallow 
1 speck 1 stolen 4 swam 
2 speckled 1 storeroom 2 swan 
4 spend 1 straight 2 swarm 
1 spent 5 strange 2 swept 
1 spice 1 stranger 1 swoop 
1 spine 1 strap 1 syrup 
1 tamer 1 thorn 1 tra-lee 
1 tangle 1 thoroughly 1 trapeze 
1 tape 1 throat 1 trapper 
1 tar 2 thump 2 travel 
1 tar-baby 3 thunder 1 treat 
1 tattoo 1 tick 1 trip 
2 taught 1 tip-toe 2 tripped 
2 tease 2 toad 1 trip-trap 
1 tee-hee-hee 1 toboggan 1 trolley 
1 television 1 tock 2 trot 
1 temperature 1 toss 3 trouble 
1 tend 1 tourist 1 trout 
1 tender 9 toward 1 tuffet 
1 tepee 2 traffic 1 tugboat 
1 . thee 1 trail 2 tumble 
1 themselves 1 trailer 2 tune 
1 thief 2 tra-la 1 twenty-five 
3 third 1 twig 
1 udder 2 unhappy 1 untangle 
1 ugly 2 unload 2 upset 
1 uncover 1 unroll 2 usually 
2 village 1 vinegar 4 voice 
1 visitor 
3 waddle 1 webfooted 2 whee 
1 wag 1 weenie 1 whey 
1 wail 2 weep 2 whinny 
1 wander 1 whack 1 whirl 
1 warn 1 whale 1 whir-r 
1 weave 1 whang 1 whish 
1 webbed 1 whatever 1 whisk 
:t3 
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4 whisper 1 wolves 1 woosh I '· 
2 wicked 4 wonderful 2 worry 
11 wife 1 woodchuck 1 wound 
II 2 wink 1 woodcutter 1 wow 
1 wintertime 1 woodsmen 1 wowser 
2 wise 2 woof 1 wriggle 
1 wishbone 1 wooo-woo 1 written 
1 ya1m 1 yelp 1 yip-yip-yip 
2 yell 1 yourselves 
2 zebra 1 zig-zag 1 zoom 
CHECK LIST USED BY TEACHER COMMITTEES IN SELECTION OF FILMSTRIPS 
LISTED IN CATALOGUE OF TEACHING AIDS, FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS 
FALL RIVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
CURRICULUM AND TEACHING AIDS DEPARTMENT 
TYPE OF MATERIAL TITLE -------------
--------
GRADE LEVEL USE 
-------
EVAWATION 
(Circle number applicable) 
Superior Excellent Good Fair Poor 
1. Correlation with the 
curriculum 5 
2. Will it contribute signifi-
cantly to topic being studied? 5 
3. Is it appropriate to the 
maturity level? (Vocabulary, 
concepts, etc.) 
4. Will it command pupil 
interest? 
5. Appropriateness of this 
material in comparison to 
other materials? (Charts, 
films, flat pictures, etc.) 
6. Is material accurate, 
typical, up-to-date? 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
I consider this material best suited to grades to for 
use in (subject) -- --
I recommend that this material be purchased 
---
I recommend that this material be rejected 
----
COMMENTS: 
Name Grade or field 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
------------------------------ ---------Date 
----------------------------
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF FILMSTRIPS 
FILM NO. TITLE PAGE 
43. A Year On The Farm 56 
68. Alice In Her Home 69 
123. Andy's Raccoon 95 
17. Animals To Know 42 I 
I 
71. Ann 1s Ranch House Home 70 
66. At Home With Ruth 68 
3. At The Zoo 32 
16. Away We Go 41 
32. Baby's House 51 
10. Betty And Mother Go Shopping 37 
113. Bill's Scooter 90 
105. Br 1 er Rabbit And The Tar Baby 86 
77. Brush The Red Squirrel 73 
27. Busy Timmy 48 
83. Change About 76 
44. Chicken Little 57 
85. Cinderella 76 
36. Circus Time 53 
70. Dick And His Family At Home 69 
20. Duck And His Friends 45 
60. Fables For Children 65 
4. Familiar Objects -- Line Drawings 34 
S. Familiar Objects -- Line Drawings 34 
6. Familiar Objects -- Line Drawings 35 
9. Find What's Different 36 
141 
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FILM NO. TITLE PAGE 
8. Find What 1s Wrong 36 
38. Fix It Please 54 
61. Folk Tales And Fairy Tales 65 
109. Fun On A Picnic 88 
72. Helen's Home In The South 70 
79. Hoppy, The Rabbit 74 
22. How Big 46 
14. I Live In The City 40 
15. I Live In The Country 41 
94. Jack And The Beanstalk 80 
69. Jackie In His House 69 
106. Janet' s Birthday Cart 87 
107. Janet's Ducks And Geese 87 
108. Janet Helps Mother 88 
110. Janet Visits A Dairy Farm 88 
74. Joe's Home In New England 71 
40. Katie The Kitten 55 
81. Lazy Jack 75 
24. Little Peewee, The Circus Dog 47 
45. Little Red Riding Hood 57 
33. Little Yip-Yip 51 
lll. Making Gingerbread Boys 89 
119. Mama Catts Babies 94 
59. Mother Goose Rhymes 64 
31. Mr. Noah And His Family 50 
88. Mr. Vinegar 11 
78. Mrs. Cackles Becomes A Good Citizen 13 
4 " 
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FILM NO. TITLE PAGE 
97. Mule Humans 82 
57. My Bunny 62 
53. My canary 61 
55. My Cat Taffy 62 
58. My Chick 63 
56. My Dog Blacld.e 62 
50. My Dog Spot 60 
54. My Horse Dobbin 61 
51. My Turtle 60 
l. On The Farm 32 
52. Our Aquarium 61 
23. Our Puppy 46 
2. Out-of-Doors 32 
99. Pecos Bill Becomes A Cowboy 83 
89. Peter Rabbit 78 
12. Play With Ned And Nancy 38 
34. Poky Little Puppy 51 
93· Puss In Boots 79 
19. Reading Readiness Skills 43 
75. Rings, The Raccoon 72 
73. Rose's Village Home 10 
1· Roy Puts Away His Toys 36 
92. Rumplestiltskin 79 
35. Saggy Baggy Elephant 52 
101. Shingebiss 84 
29. Shy Little Kitten 49 
102. Stormalong 85 

I 1 
-
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FILM NO. TITLE PAGE 
84. The Pied Piper 76 
64. The Rabbit And The Turtle 67 
104. The Rabbit Who Wanted Red Wings 86 
41. The Seven Sneezes 55 
100. The Theft Of Fire 84 
48. The Three Bears 58 
82. The Three Billy Goats Gruff 75 
47- The Three Little Pigs 58 
87. The Ugly Duckling 77 
98. The Wild White Horse 83 
91. Thumbelina 79 
67. Tom's Farm House 68 
124. Too Many PetB 96 
30. Tlro Little Miners 50 
114. Visiting Grandma 90 
18. We Go To School 43 
42. We Like To Do Things 55 
121. Whitey's Big Day 95 
